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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present research was to examine the
parenting experience of incest survivor mothers. The

present study addressed how one avenue of the cycle of
abuse may be propagated by examining mothers' parenting
beliefs, attitudes, and practices, including perceived
strengths and weaknesses, from a feminist perspective.
sixteen adult women, recruited through local community

Hearth centresr participated in indepth interviews. Each

mother described her experience as a parent, focusing on

her rerationship with her preadolescent daughter. Mothers

arso completed a parenting attitude questionnaire. content
analyses explored three important themes identified in the
clinical literature: 1) protectiveness and associated
fears, 2) sexuality issues and 3) parentification of
daughters. New themes also arose from the data and are
discussed. rmplications for treatment of survivors and

reconmendations for the prevention of further sexual abuse

within the family are provided.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

over the past decade increasing avrareness of the
sexuar abuse of children by adults has not only had the
effect of engendering community outrage, but has resulted
in an escalating number of discrosures (Russelr, 1986). The

extent and gravity of the problem has only recently been

appreciated. rt has been shown that for some children
effects of early intrafamilial and extrafamilial sexual
abuse has deleterious effects in childhood which extend
well into adulthood (Brunngraber, 19g6; Finkelhor ç Browne,
1988; Green, 7993; Herman, Russell & Trocki, 1985).

Although the effects of sexual abuse have been the
subject of much research, this work has understandably
emphasized personar symptoms and disorders. The increased
a$rareness of these personal consequences has given rise to
other questions. !^Ihat are the effects, if âtry, of having
been abused upon later relationships with others?
specifically, does being a victim of incest affect later
parenting? If so, in what way?

of interest is the sma1l amount of research which has

addressed the effects of incest on later parenting. The

effect of incest on later parenting is an important area of
study for two reasons. First, while much has been written
about inter-generationar abuse in which it is proposed that
those who were abused as children gro\^/ up to abuse others,
to date there is a lack of empiricar evidence that this is
the case for survivors of childhood incest or sexual abuse
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(Cole & Woolger, 1989). Examination of this area would
merit further investigation, especially in regards to
treatment issues and the prevention of further abuse. A

second reason for studying the effects of sexuar abuse on

later parenting is provided by incest survivors in therapy
who express numerous concerns about themselves as parents
(Co1e & Vüooger, 1989).

while it has been found that although many mothers of
incest victims were often sexually abused themselves as

children (Ha11iday, 1985; Goodwin, McCarthy, & DiVasto,
1981; Butler, 1985), little research has focused on what
factors contribute to the reoccurrence of the system of
abuse. what are parent-survivors experiencing because of
their past abuse histories? tühat are their strengths as

parents and how míght they be overcoming the
intergenerational continuance of this cycle?

one might expect that any long term effects of having
been abused would extend into all areas of adult
functioning, including parenting, for the effects of child
sexual abuse can be devastating for its victim and and in
many cases the trauma can have long lasting effects.
According to Masters and Johnson,

The victim suffers from the experience itself, which
occasionally causes physical damage and frequently
results in psychological damage; and she (or he) also
evenLually suffers the loss of her sense of security
and her ovrn personal worth. rn fact, a long continued
guilt-ridden repression of the feerings generated by
incest may eventually affect every aspect of her life.
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(L976, p.55).
Both empirical studies and the available clinical

literature provide evidence to support the fact that incest
survivors do indeed have unique concerns when it comes to
parenting their own children. According to Merrett-Hiley,
(Personal communication, 1993) female adurt survivors of
sexual abuse often have feelings of being disconnected from
their male children. They fear becoming bad parents, and

they often have problems relating to their children "as

children" as opposed to relating to them "as adults".
others have reported that these women are often confused
about nonerotic versus erotic touch, and nonexploitive and

exploítive touch (westerlund, 1"992). They sometimes express
fears concerning perpetuating the cycle of abuse, and may

display over-protective and over-nurturing parenting
behavior (Sanderson, 1990) .

Some of these feelings appear to be a part of any
parent's experience, but may be excessive or even

exaggerated among those parents with a history of sexual
abuse (Sanderson, 1990; Westerlund, Ig92). Being a parent
certainly may be a different and perhaps a more difficult
experience for women who were victims of incest. However,

what we know about the parenting experience of incest
survivors is very limited and is mainly provided by

observational reports by clinicians; even these reports are
sparse.

The above reasons and the lack of empirical research
suggest a need for further examination of this area. The

purpose of the current study was to examine femare incest
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survivors' o\,vn experience of motherhood. Further
exploration into this area witl assist both clinicians and

researchers in better understanding this unique experience
and it will help identify possible areas of parent
educati'on that might require a special focus and/or
intervention with these v¡omen.

The following literature revievü concentrates on the
dimensions of childhood sexual abuse with specific focus on

the incest experience. Fol-lowing a brief sunmary of the
various forms of child abuse in our society the present
study will narrow its focus to childhood sexual abuse and

incestuous abuse. To begin, various definitions of sexual
abuse and incest that have been used in the literature and

within our culture will be explored. Next, the problems

resulting from the use of non-consistent terminology will
be discussed. A section is then included which addresses

non-abusive behaviors and sexuality within the family.
Given these issues, a definition of incest adapted for this
research is proposed.

After a brief overview of the scope and awareness of
childhood sexual abuse and incest, the remainder of the
review is devoted to looking at both the immediate and

longer-term effects on its victims, making reference to two

conceptual models used to explain the impact of being
sexually abused. Fina11y, concluding the discussion,
research concerning the effects of being abused sexually on

one's parenting at,titudes and behaviors will be examined.
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Review of Literature
Child Abuse and its Varving Forms

According to Briere (1992) many different forms of
childhood abuse exist. Each type of abuse has its ov\¡n

unique aspects, yet often overlaps with other types of
abuse symptomatology. our understanding of each type of
abuse varies with regards to how much is known about its
etiology- For instance, while childhood physicar abuse
initially received attention from the public and from
researchers, more recently, childhood sexual abuse has been
emphasized. Research on emotionar or psychological abuse

has only recently received significant attention from the
general public and from professionals (Briere, rgg2), even
though "emotional abuse may be the cornerstone of ar1
abuse" (Finkelhor in Briere, 1992, preface).

While past child abuse research has separated
different types of abuse in order to identify differing
effects on victims, recent work has begun to emerge which
looks at child abuse and its effects as a whole (Briere,
1992). Renvoize (1993) also addresses this separation of
sexuar abuse from physical and emotional abuse. she cites a

personal communication from scarba Family centre Director,
Adrian Ford who explains why research on other types of
abuse has taken a back seat to childhood sexuar abuses "(r
find) an enormous overlap of all four forms of chird abuse-
emotional, physical, neglect and sexual. so l,m intrigued
that, in spite of this, sexual abuse- probab]-y because of
its horror- has been separated out from the rest. of the
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child abuse spectrum while alI the others are accepted as

normal. You know, 'well this or that happens in every
family, but sexual abuse doesn,t'"(p. 39). This example of
our culture's sense of discomfort and denial of child
sexuar abuse and incest will be further illustrated in
later sections of this paper.

For purposes of the present study the long_term
effects of physicar abuse, emotional abuse ¡ ot neglect,
will not be addressed even though the consequences of
different types of abuse do overlap with those of chirdhood
sexual abuse and incest. The present study will focus
exclusively on incest and sexual abuse, where the primary
focus is on "contact of an explicitly sexual nature"
between a child and an adult at reast five years oIder.

A wide variety of terms and definitions in the
literature such as "sexual assault", "sexual abuse",
"intrafamiliar sexuar abuse", "incest", "rape" and even

"physical abuse" has resulted in the general public often
being confused about what each of the terms mean, but more

importantly, confusion exists about how they differ.
"sexual assault" is a legaI term and has often been

used as a analogous term for "sexual abuse" and "incest".
sexuar assault, hor^rever, is a broad concept which includes
the sexual molest.ation of children and incest, but also may

encompass: date rape, sexual assault in marriages,
exhibitionism, sexual harassment in work and obscene phone

caIls. Therefore, researchers and individuals in the child
abuse area use the term "sexual abuse" as opposed to
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"sexual assault" q/hen referring to sexually abusive acts on

children.
hlell known researcher David Finkelhor (I979),

distinguishes between sexuar abuse, physical abuse, and

rape of children. A difference he notes between sexual
abuse and physical abuse of children is that the
perpetrator's motivation to sexually abuse is for sexual
and psychological gratification as opposed to a motivation
to physically harm a child in physical abuse. Those from a

feminist orientation tend to emphasize incest as mainly an

act of povüer over another person rather than an act based

on sexual feelings. A1so, in sexuar abuse the trauma to the
victim is primarily psychological compared to physical
abuse where along with some emotional trauma, the effects
exist mainly as physical injuries.

rn differentiating sexual abuse from rape, Finkelhor
(1979) states that in rape, intercourse is usually t,he

result, more force and violence are used, and the
victimization does not happen repeatedly over a period of
time.

Following from Finkelhor,s ideas Blume (1990) finds
incest to be the most devastating form of childhood abuse,
and feels it combines all the forms of abuse. That is,
incest carries with it the violence and violation of
physical abuse; the self-esteem problems of emotional
abuse; and often the actual or perceived abandonment of the
non-perpetrating parent as in emotional abuse

Having a clearr precise definition of chirdhood sexual
abuse and incest has typically been a problem for
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researchers and this has been clearly illustrated in the
writings of those working in the field (Bagley & King,
L990; Draucker, L992a; Green, 1993; MacFarlane & waterman,
1986; Russell, 1986). Researchers have generally not
arrived at a consensus regarding what exactly constitutes
sexual- abuse and incest and consequently, these terms have

often been used interchangeabry in the l-iterature with
varying broad definitions or often, no operational
def initions given at al_l.

The following review will show how researchers have

identified various behaviors and situations to clarify
their definitions of sexual abuse and incest, including
both contact and non-contact sexual activities. However, it
remains open to debate whether in fact some of these
situations and/or behaviors are abusive, as opposed to
being part of any child,s healthy expression and

development of sexuality.
Sexual Abuse

Definitions concerninq behaviors. Sexual abuse

definitions seem to include a wide range of sexual
victimization, from a single occurrence of an abusive
behavior from a stranger, to many years of an exploitive
sexual relationship with a family member. rn determining
what constitutes sexual abuse researchers have generally
looked to various behaviors as definitionar criteria.
Behavioral definitions of the sexual abuse experience lie
on a continuum varying from, lenient, non-physical
definitions of sexually abusive behaviors (e.g., lewd
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comments ¡ ot verbal innuendos) to those that are
unequivocally abusive behaviors (e.g., being raped or
othe:-,¡ise penetrated) .

These behaviors can be conceptualized along a

continuum of physical contact. At one extreme there are
direct. coercive physical contacts of a sexual nature
towards a child (e.g., intercourse, felrat,io, sodomy,

fondling, kissing, masturbation or child prostitution)
while at the other extreme there are non-contact behaviors
(e-9.' the use of pornography, voyeurism, exhibitionism,
genital exposure or requests for sexual activities). vthile
some researchers have differentiated between contact and

non-contact behaviors in measuring sexual abuse (Russe1l,
1986), including non-contact sexuar activities in t.he

definition of sexual abuse has been controversial among

researchers (Draucker, 1992a).

Definitions concerninq situations. perhaps more

controversial definitions of sexual abuse Iie around
researchers considering certain situations as abusive. For
exampler ân adult walking around the house in the nude in
front of his or her chirdren is considered within the range
of sexually abusive behaviors by some (sgroi, Blick e

Porter, 19821. others have suggested that parents and

children sleeping in the same bed is abusive. one might
easily recalI the above scenarios in his or her own family
of origin and not call them abusive. yet, others who have
not experienced these occurrences in their families may

question the nature of these behaviors based on their
interpretation of the harmfulness of the behavior and the
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intent of the adult actors.
Aside from various behaviors or situations, other

important criteria such as psychological aspects, have been

used in defining sexual abuse. For example, Finkelhor
(7979) äefined sexual abuse mainly in terms of the age

differential- between the victim and the abuser and/or if
the perpetrator is in a position of power over the victim.
He argued t,hat sexual abuse exists if there was unwanted

sexual contact between a child and an older person or even

a person of a similar age that involved force or threat. He

included in his categories of an older person: a IegaIly
defined aduIt, adolescents at least 5 years order than a

child victim, or adults at least ten years order than an

adolescent victim. His definition of sexual abuse would not
include sexuar activity/behavior between a nine year-old
and a 13 year-old where no force or threat were present.
ïncest

unlike "sexual abuse" which may encompass a single
exploitive sexual experiencer "incestuous sexual abuse"
(incest) is rarery an isolated incident and often occurs
over a 10ng period of time (Donaldson & Gardner, 1gg5).
rncestuous sexual contact usually begins as innocuous
touching, tickling, wrestling and playing (B1ume, LggO).

vühere incestuous abuse may begin with exhibitionism,
fondling and masturbation, over time (usually near puberty¡
it may lead to intercourse (Thorman, 1983). st,udies have

found, however, that a progression in sexual activities is
not always the case (Brunngraber, 1986). vthile incestuous
abuse for girls usually begins when the vict,im is between 4
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and 12 years old, with particularly high risk periods at
ages 4 and 9 (Gelinas, 1983), victimization may begin as

early as infancy (Donaldson & Gardner, 19g5). Reports have
been made about babies and preschoolers brought into
hospitals with venereal warts, genital herpes, gonorrheal
infections of the throat, and syphilis (Blume, 1990). The

perpetrators of incestuous abuse, not surprisingly, usualry
l-ive under the same roof as the victim and in the majority
of cases in Russell's (1986) sample the incest occurred in
their shared home. Famiries in which these crimes occur are
not limited to a specific class, ethnicity, or
socioeconomic status, and are most IikeIy to be middle-
class nuclear families (Butler, 1985).

one might assume that lega1 sanctions in western
culture against sexual relations between family members,

and the more universal social "incest taboo", might result
in very l-ow rates of occurrence. Empirical investigations
show othe::v¡ise. The "universal" nature of the incest taboo
also appears not to be as universal as first assumed.

According to Katchadourian (1989), while sexual relations
between a mother and her son are virtuarly a universally
accepted taboo, father-daughter and sibling sexual
relations have been allowed in certain cultures.

Most would agree that incestuous abuse (e.g., sexual
intercourse between a biologicalry related parent and

child) lies at the very serious end of the sexual abuse

continuum and would produce "more serious" effects. some

authors have found that the incestuous relationship
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(compared to the non-incestuous relationship) carries with
it more severe long-term effects for the survivor (Doob,

19921, particularly in cases where the abuser that betrays
the chil-d's trust is t.he father or step-father in the
family (Finkelhor, 1979; Russell, 1986; Allgeier &

Allgeier, 1988). Gelina's work (1983) finds that sexual
abuse by surrogate fathers is practically indistinguishable
in act,s t ot effecÈs on the victim, from that of biorogical
fathers, and that "rt is the relationship, not the biology
that is betrayed', (p. 313).

Typically, incest is socially defined as "sexual
intercourse between t\,Ìro persons so closely related that
marriage between them is forbidden by 1a$/" (New lrlebster's
Dictionary, 1991). similarly, the legal definition of
incest focuses primarily on penile penetration and sexual
intercourse. some researchers have suggested that the lega]
definition of incest is too narrow to be clinically
relevant (Draucker, 1992a) and is becoming less accepted
(Renvoize, 1993).

of late, it appears that the traditional definition of
incest has indeed been broadened, as werl as the specific
acts and situations that define it. Blume (1990) provides
numerous examples of what she considers constitutes
"incest". Included in her examples are: the way a
babysitter bathes a child, an order brother forcing a

sister to undress, the way an aunt caresses her niece when

she visits, the way a priest. kisses a child goodbye, and it
can even be a father's insistence that his daughter provide
him with details of her sexual encounters.
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rn reviewing the current literature it quickly becomes

apparent that "incest" (intrafamilial sexual abuse) does

not have a universal definition across empirical studies.
Many researchers are using an expanded, broader definition
of incest; so broad in fact that some suggest the phrase
'child sexual abuse' is often being substituted for
'incest' even when the abuser may be the biological father
or stepfather (Renvoize, 1993) and that incest and sexual
abuse are being used interchangeably (Bag]-ey & King, L99o).

Expanded definitions of incest have included sexualry
abusive acts other than intercourse and where the
perpetrator is someone other than a rel-ative by blood,
marriage or adoption but rat,her someone who acts in a

surrogate parental role (i.e., babysitter, t,eacher) (B1ume,

1986). one might therefore consider the term ,'incest" to be
one specifíc example of the broader phenomenon ,'sexual

abuse" v¡here the specific focus for incest is on the
relationship the child has to Èhe offender. Bagley and King
(1990) advocate using "sexual abuse" rather than "irìcest,,
in research. These researchers view child sexual abuse as

more of a universal phenomenon than incest. They feel that
this more general term isn't restricted to blood reratives
and includes a wider range of sexual behaviors and

situations to which children are subjected.
ïn summary, it appears that past definitions of sexual

abuse and incest have been mainly concerned with whether a

"physical sexuar act" occurred or did not occur, and little
emphasis was placed on the effects on the vict.im. lvlore

recently, the abuse paradigm appears to have shifted to
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incorporate not only specific behaviors, but also the
victim's interpretation of events. rn other words, in the
past' whether or not one \^¡as abused depended on the
perpetrators actions arone and whether something was done

to the child- Today, more attention is given to the
child's perspective and how helshe felt about, ot perceived
the experience regardless of whether helshe rnras exposed to
sexual situations and/or to sexual behaviors that did not
involve direct physical contact.

The definitional inconsistencies of sexuar abuse and

incest demonstrat,e that there are no clear, specific,
noncontroversial definit,ions of either of these terms;
definitions range from narrohT, to very broad, conseguently
resulting in a confusing lack of clarity and consistency
across empirical studies.

Generally, the child sexual abuse and incest
literature focuses on abnormar or unhealthy sexual_

behaviors without identifying what "normal" sexual
experiences and behaviors might be for children and other
family members. The lack of this comparison may well be the
core of the problem. v[hat. makes certain sexual behaviors or
situations abusive? rn order to understand abusive sexual_

behaviors towards children in a family environment, it
becomes necessary to understand childhood sexuality and

"non-abusive" sexual behaviors in the family.
Non-abusive Sexualitv in the Fami1v

children by nature are sexual beings, and they exhibit
sexual behavior in every developmental stage. Rut,ter (rg7r)
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reported that the following behaviors can be seen in normal_

sexual development: "orgasmic-like responses" in male
babies as young as five months of age, erections in
infants, exhibitionism and sexual exploration among pre-
schoolers, and genital play.

sexual behavior is part of everyday family life.
Given their normal curiosity about their own and others,
bodies, children in a family may engage in various sexual
exploration behaviors with siblings, with parents, and with
peers. while variations exist across families in terms of
what is considered acceptable sexual behavior, ,,normaI,,

sexual- behavior among families is unlikely to leave any
lasting detrimental effects on the child or other family
members. sexuality itself is not incestuous; it is only
incestuous when there is a po\,ver imbarance in Lhe

relationship (Blume I r99o) and where coercion is used.
"Adurt-child sexual interactions by definition invol_ve
coercion, because legalIy children are not capable of
giving informed consent to sexual activity" (Allgeier ç

Allgeier, 1988, p. 605).

Katchadourian (1989) argues that adults should not
discourage any childhood sexuar expression unless it
involves coercion or intrusive sexual activity. However,
controversy sti1l exists in such cases as the following:
where the child seeing her father naked wants to touch her
father's penis to satisfy her curiosity. rf the father
concedes' is this incest? similarly, in some cultures,
mothers stimul-ate their babies' genitals to calm them and
help them to fall asleep (pinhas , Lgg2 as cit,ed in Allgeier
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& Allgeier, 1988). rs this sexually abusive or "nurturing"
behavior?

A Subiective Definition?
From this discussion it is apparent that consensus on

a definition of sexual abuse and incest has not been

reached, and that the definition often rests on the
victim's self-report and perception of whether what
happened to them was in fact unwanted, intrusive and

therefore abusive. rn support for giving consideration to
the survivor's "subjective" definition of being sexually
abused, Long and Jackson (1993) point out that "Not all
vvomen whose experiences are labeled by researchers as

abusive will also identify themselves as having been

victimized" (p. 179).

rn her clinical work with adult survivors of childhood
sexual abuse, Draucker (r992a) states that "Arthough
variabres such as the closeness of the relationship and the
type of sexual activity involved do seem to be related to
the degree of trauma, the adult survivor,s perception of
the experience as traumatic and a determination of the
impact it has had on his or her rife are of greatest
interest to counselors in defining an abusive childhood
sexual experience" (p. 3).

rn opposition to using a more subjective definition
for identifying sexual abuse survivors, Berger and Luckmann

(1967), who critically examined how individual_s construct
their own reality in their Iives, suggest that sometimes
the therapy process in itself convj_nces individuals to
accept t,he "condition" suggested to them. rn other words,
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in some cases being in therapy may cause an individual to
accept the "diagnosis" of having been abused and therefore
they may perceive problems in their life as stemming from
some past experience. This lack of consensus in research on

a strict objective definition of "sexual abuse" has

important implications when defining sexual abuse and in
examining its effects.

In this paper, ,'incest" will be used instead of
"sexual abuse", for the forlowing reasons: (a) to refrect
the fact that the abusers are family members acting in a

parental rore; (b) in the majority of reported cases of
sexual abuse, the abuser is most often the father
(Brunngraber, 1986; Donaldson & Gardner, 1995; lrlomen's

Research centre, 1989) and (c) experiences of sexual- abuse
by a father or stepfather have been found to have
particularly severe and have long lasting effects
(Doob,1.992; Finkelhor, I97g; Herman, Russell a Trocki,
1985; Russe11, 1986).

In an attempt to solve the above definitional
inconsistencies a modified version of Russel-r's (1986)
definition of incestuous abuse wirr be used. Her definition
includes "any kind of exploitive sexual contact or
attempted contact that occurred between relatives...before
the victim turned eighteen years old." (p. 4I)

Therefore, arnidst the aforementioned variations in and
problems of definition, incest in this study will_ be

operationally defined as (a) physical sexual behavior which
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oceurred between a female and a male perpetrator that was

perceived by the victim as intrusive and exploitative; (b)
where the perpetrator was a male parental figure at least
five years order than the victim (i.e.,fathers and/ or
step-fathers); and (c) occurring repeatedly over a period
of time. Few would argue that, in this culture, explicit
sexuar contact behavior between a parental figure and a
child is anything but abusive, thus, definitionar problems
will be minimized.

The nexÈ section of the review wilr address the level_
of awareness of sexual abuse and incest, various incidence
rates, and the short and long term effects. Focusing only
on research that has been done on incest will not provide
the reader with a complete review of these phenomena. since
little differentiation has been made across studies between
the effects of intrafamilial (incest) versus extrafamilial
sexual abuse, the focus will therefore be on child sexual
abuse ín general, and incest in partícular as much as

possible.

Awareness of Incest and Sexual- Abuse

Adult sexuar use of chil-dren has been well_ documented
throughout history (Rush, 1980); however, only recently
have peopre recognized the sexual victimization of children
as a problem. The reluctance to publicry acknowledge incest
was prominently shown by Freud in the late 1g90's.

After sigmund Freud found that many of his femare
patients attributed their hysteria and neurosis to
childhood incest, he accepted their assertions and proposed
a connection between early sexual traumas and later
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emotional- illness (Masson, Lgg4l. However, Freud later
retracted his proposed association and changed his
assertion on the basis that seduction of a child could not
be such a common occurrence among his patients and was

rather, a fantasy (Masson , IgB4l.
Apparently, after Freud's unwillingness to acknowledge

childhood incest, acknowledgement of the sexual abuse of
children was not considered a serious problem in the
research literature until the mid-1g70's (conte I rggr) .

However, even today, it is argued that to a large extent
society still protects the secret of child sexuar abuse

(summit., 1988) and that in some cur-tures sexual abuse of
children is stilI not seen as a problem (Bagley & King,
1ee0).

sandra Butler (1985) calls protecting the secret of
childhood incest a "conspiracy of si1ence". Vùhat

contributes to the conspiracy is the commonly held belief
that incest can only happen in other families and that the
offenders fit into our stereotypes of easily identifiable
skulking males. rt is this distance that protect.s us from
our own sexual feelings towards older family members or our
children developing into young men and h¡omen. rt is ,,...our
refusal to acknowledge to ourselves that we have ever had

such feelings that creates our silence, aversion and

unwillingness to openly discuss the issues involved in
incestuous abuse" (p. 11). rn a simirar manner, Renvoize
(1993) suggests that the term "sexual abuse" is preferred
to the term "incest" because, "... it (is) easier to cope
with the thought of what, is implied when the act is
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sanitized by calling it something ress direct than incest,,
(p. 321 .

Most research concerning chird sexuar abuse has been
generated mainly within the last decade by both clinical
and empirical studies. The majority of research on adult
survivors of incest and sexual abuse has looked at femal_e

survivors. Recently, however, published works on mal_e

accounts of the experience of incest have begun to appear
(Andrews, 1994).

According to wurtele and Mi1ler-perrin (rgg2) the
atmosphere created by the sexual revolution of the l_960's
and 1970's lent itself to numerous disclosures about sexual_

abuse experiences. rndividual reports coupled with
unprecedented media coverage contributed to an increased
ar¡¡areness among the public of the serious social problem of
child sexual abuse. Despite this increased awareness and
focus on child sexual abuse, according to Green (1993), we

are far from understanding many important aspects of this
childhood trauma.

Prevalence of childhood rncest and sexual Abuse

The prevalence of childhood sexual_ abuse and incest in
our society is guite alarming. A history of sexual
victimization is a fact for a large number of both men and
\Áromen in the general population. rt is novr generally agreed
upon among researchers that childhood sexual abuse and

incest occur more frequently than was believed. vüurtele and
Mil-ler-Perrin (L992) | however, provide evidence that
differences in population, sampling methods and the way
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sexual abuse and incest are defined will affect the
reported extent of the problem.

rn 1981, Herman-Lewis and Hirschmann estimated that as

many as one million American women may have experienced
father-daughter incest. More recent estimates from
community surveys on abuse by a father or step-father
ranges from 1.38 (Finkelhor, rgTg) to 4.5* (Russe11, 19gB)

to up to 68 of women (Finkelhor, Hotaling, Lewis, & smith,
1ee0 ) .

A recent prevalence study which highlights child
sexual abuse as a substantial problem is one by Anderson,
Martin, Mul-len, Romans and Herbison (1993). These

researchers found that crose to one in three \¡romen (322)
reported having unwanted sexual experiences before 16 years
of age. rn the majority of cases the victims knew t,heir
abusers, with 38.3t being family members. A striking
finding was that, "...the step-fathers \¡¡ere 10 times more
likery to have been abusers than were biological fathers.
one step-father in L0 was reported as sexually abusive,
compared with one biol0gical father in 100" (p. g15). of
the sexual abuse experiences, 7r.sz involved genital
contact or more severe types of abuse, and L2g of these
involved intercourse.

rn terms of intrafamilial abuse (sexual abuse by
family members, including fathers and step-fathers)
Finkelhor (1979) documented that 2gg percent of his sample
reported having had a sexual experience with a family
member- Russell (1988) found that 168 of her sample
reported at least one experience of intrafamilial- sexual_
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abuse before 18 years of age and i,zz of these women had

been sexually abused by a rerative before 14 years of age

Russell's definition of incest was narrovüer than that of
other researchers, since she onry included sexual contact
behaviors which ranged from non-forceful kissing to
forceable intercourse. Russell also notes that only 2E of
intrafamilial sexual abuse and 6t of extrafamiliar abuse

were ever reported to authorities.
fn another recent national prevalence survey,

Finkelhor, Hotaling, Lewis, and Smith (1990) found that
extrafamiliar abuse was higher for boys, and intrafamilial
abuse was higher for gir1s. Finkelhor and colleagues (1990)

used a broad definition of sexuar abuse which included both
contact and non-contact behaviors and found that abuse was

disclosed by 27? of the women and 168 of the men. A1so, 9z

of the male victims and 13t of the female victims said they
had experienced actual or attempted intercourse.

Russell's study (1986) found that race and ethnicity
have little to do with incestuous abuse. More surprising,
however, was the finding that girls from high income

famil-ies were more frequently incestuously abused that
girls from lower-income families.

rn crinical populations, the occurrence of childhood
incest is even more elevated. rt has been suggested that
the impairments caused by sexual abuse increase the
likerihood that victims will present at some point in their
lives as psychiatric patients (Herman, Russell & Trocki,
1986). As reported by Doob (L992\), only a few studies have

reported the prevarence of incest in femal-e psychiatric
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patients. Her review found that a shockingly high number of
female psychiatric patients had a history of incestuous
abuse: patients with an incest history ranged from 14* Lo

232, with the highest rate of incest being 529 in women who

came to a psychiatric emergency department.

rn reviewing severar of the prevalence studies in the
U.S. Vûurtele and Mi1ler-perrin (1992) found that
individuars recalling past abuse histories ranged from 7t
Lo 628 for females (with a mean of 229 for contact abuse)

and 38 to 168 for males. This extremely wide variation in
prevalence rates according to these researchers may be due

to the definition of sexual abuse they used. These

researchers demonstrated that by using a slightly broader
definition of sexuaT abuse, (i.e., a definition which
incruded teenage perpetrators and situations where the
child's health and safety was endangered) in the second

National rncidence study , !4,400 chirdren r,rere identif ied
as abused compared to the number identified in the First
National rncidence study (lrlurtele c }filler-perrin , Lgg2).
This discrepancy lras exprained by Green (1993), who noted
that a stringent and narrow definition of sexual abuse

would produce greater adverse sequelae than studies using a

broader definition.
Amidst the variations in definitional criteria for

measuring sexual abuse, the prevalence rates of childhood
sexual abuse and incest appear to be guite high. But even

these high Ievels are thought to be underestimated because

of individuals consciously or unconsciously not recalling
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the experience (Doob, lg92; üIurtele & Mirler-perrin, rgg2).
fncreased awareness of sexual abuse has been

heightened by these increasingly frequent and highly
publicized reports of child sexual abuse. Recently,
however, highly publicized cases of individuals suddenly
remembering past abuse histories through the process of
therapy has led to an emotional debate about the varidity
of recalling repressed events. Researchers have onry just
begun to question the authenticity of adult repressed
memories of childhood sexual abuse and, whether the process
of therapy or hypnosis actually creates false memories of
sexual abuse (Loftus, 1gg3). rt is important to note here
that the purpose of the current research is to examine the
incest survivors' perceptions and feelings about her past
experiences and links Lo her current behaviour rather than
attempting to determine the historical accuracy of the
facts.

rn conclusion, although the data vary regarding the
exact extent of the problem of sexual abuse, it is crear
that a significant number of men and women consider
themselves sexually victimized as children, and that sexual
abuse during childhood is far from being a rare event.

Conseguences of Incest and Sexual Abuse

Why is child sexual abuse and incest seen as an

increasingly widespread and serious societar problem?
Research which addresses both the short and long-term
effects of this abuse on victims has consistently shown

significant devastating effects (Browne c Finkelhor, l_9g6b,

1986b; conte & Berliner, 19gB; wyatt & powell, 19gg).
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Nonetheless, disconcerting assertions made by family
therapist Larry constantine (as cited in Leo, 19g1) as well
as others (Henderson, 1983) raise doubts about the negative
effects of adult-child sexual experiences.

9ühi1e the effects of sexuar abuse may be particularly
severe in survivors of incest as previously noted, a review
of the literature indicates that few studies have focused
solery on incest. The purpose of this review will be to
emphasize the effects of incest as much as possible, but
will not include incest between sibrings, children and

grandparents, children and uncles/aunts t or children and

mothers.

Much work has been done on consequences for the adult
survivor, and more recently, the effects on the child
victim. The following two sections provide overviews of
both the immediate and long-term consequences of child
sexual abuse and incest (where "incest', was specifically
addressed).

rnl_Ë.1-al Hrïect's

tt" -.j"*ty of the research on incest and chitdhood
sexual abuse has focused on the immediate effects on the
child; that is, the psychological sequelae during the
period of the assault or shortly afte:r,,rard. Not

surprisingly, the initial effects of incest are quite
similar to the effects of child sexual abuse. These effects
include symptomatic behavior such as: affective problems
(e.9., anxiety, fear, depression, shame and guilt, poor
self esteem and anger), physical problems (e.g., genital
injury, urinary tract infections), cognitive difficulties
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(i-e-, school/learning problems, dissociation), problems
relating to others (e.g., aggression, withdrawal, strong
dependency needsr poor peer relations, running a\,vay) and

psychosomatic reactions (e.g., stomachaches, enuresis,
nightmares) and internalizing and external izíng symptoms

(Kendall-Tackett, vüilIiams & Finkelhor, 1993; Green, 1993).
specific behaviors that have been linked to adolescent
females with a history of incest include earlier and more

frequent alcohol and stimulant abuse (Edwa11 & Hoffmann,
1988) and runaway behaviors and suicide attempts (Goodwin,

1,982) .

Brunngraber (1986) found that female victims of
paternal incest, suffered more negative and severe
immediate effects in the social, emotional, physical, and

self-identity domains. specifically, Brunngraber found that
relationships with family members and with other females
appeared to be impaired immediately after the cessation of
incest, and relationships with men, as well- as sexuality
issues, hrere more adversely affected over time. vühile
Brunngraber's study yields interesting results, it was

limited by a small sample size and use of retrospective
reports.

one can certainly argue that many of the symptoms

listed above are present in chirdren with no history of
sexual abuse. on the other hand, consistent with the idea
that there are a wide range of individual differences in
how children react to sexual abuse, some children may not
show any apparent symptoms from the sexual abuse (Kendall-
Tackett, lrlilliams & Finkerhor, r9g3; conte & Berliner,
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1988). one mediating factor that may account for these
individual differences is the victim's available support
system (Conte & Schuerman, IggT; Brunngraber, 19g6).

vühile harmful psychological effects have been shown to
be important for child victims, dysfunctional family
environments also contribute to and account for many of the
slrmptoms of trauma (urbancic, !gB7; conte & schuerman,

l9B7). A recent study by Hotte and Rafman (j,gg2) attempted
to separate specific negative effects of incest from
generar family dysfunction where no incest occurred.
Preadolescent girls with a history of incest showed

significantly lower self-esteem, more sexualized attitudes
and behaviors, more aggressive feelings towards themselves
and more troubled relations with their mothers when

compared to a control group of girls from a similar
dysfunctional family environment without an incest history.

There is no one single set of symptoms that occurs in
the majority of sexually abused children (Kendall-Tackett
et al., 1993). Researchers have found, though, that the
most noticeable symptom in sexually abused chirdren is
sexualized behavior; this is a very strong indication that
abuse has occurred (Kenda11-Tackett et a1., 1993; Ialurtele c

Mi1ler-Perrin, Igg2; Beitchman, Zucker, Hood, DaCosta ç
Akman, 1991; Green, 1993).

Thus, while there is considerable riterature on the
initial effects of childhood sexual abuse in general, few
studies have examined the short-term effects of incest
specifically. However, r^¡e are left with neither a
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consistent set of symptoms specific to sexualry abused

children nor a particular syndrome (Kendalr-Tackett et ar.,
1993). vle now turn to the lasting effects of chirdhood
sexual abuse and incest on the adult survivor.
Long-term Effects

vlhile much of the information availabre on the lono-
term impact of incest and chirdhood sexuar abuse comes

largely from non-systematic reports of adult and/or
adolescent survivors, empirical studies have increasingry
contributed to our understanding of the more lasting
detrimental effects. A variety of studies have supported
the idea that incestuous abuse in childhood has a broad
range of long-term negative effects. Again, though, the
degree to which lasting effects are reported is dependent

on which definition of sexual abuse or incest was used.

Along with lasting, harmful consequences, researchers
have established that chirdhood sexual abuse arso carries
with it a similar presentation of symptoms into adurthood
(Browne & Finkelhor, 1986b). sanderson (1990) provides a
comprehensive list of the long term effects of child sexual_

abuse (see Appendix A). This list clearry shows that the
traumatic experience of sexual abuse as a chird shows

itself later in the survivor's rife in a multitude of ways

affecting her emotíons, physical health, perceptions,
behaviors, interpersonal relations, and sexuality.

The most commonly reported symptom of adult incest
survivors is depression (Brovüne & Finkelhor, 1986a;

Gelinas, 1983; Sanderson, 1990) which is usually
accompanied by feelings of gui1t, 1ow serf-esteem and
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feelings of powerlessness (Gelinas, 1983). Anxiety symptoms

al-so appear quite frequently in survivors (yama, Tovey &

Fogas | !993). sexual abuse survivors usuarly present in
therapy with complaints of either depressive symptoms

and/or anxiety with no reference to (and often no memory

of) past sexual abuse.

Past sexual abuse has also been specifically linked to
dysfunctional sexuar behavior (Briere & Runtz, 1990).
Kendall-Tackett and col-leagues (1993) suggest that
sexualized behaviors appear to be most prominent in pre-
school aged childrenr fet may re-emerge during adolescence
and adulthood as sexual promiscuity, sexual dysfunctions,
sexual offending or sexual aggression. Recognizing that
research has not adequately addressed the various effects
on incest survivors' sexuality, vtesterlund (rggz) recently
devoted a singre volume to female sexuarity after incest.

Green (1993) noted that whire many lasting effects of
sexual abuse are similar to initiar effects, many of the
effects present in adolescence and adulthood as more

"disguised" symptoms which often appear unrerated to the
original trauma. These later symptoms may present as

substance abuse, somatization reactions, eating disorders
and possible sexual offending, particularly for men

(seghorn, Prentky & Boucher, r9B7). vul-nerabirity to
revictimization, borderline personality disorder and

nultiple personality disorder (MpD) could also be related
to earlier incest trauma.

Long-term consequences of particularly severe incest
(i.e., where intercourse or the use of physical force was
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used) has been found to resurt in greater distress, higher
levels of trauma and anxiety disorders and higher risk for
the development of psychiatric disorders for the victim
(Russell I L986; Finkelhor, L9g4¡ pribor & Dinwiddie, rgg2l.
similarly, Herman, Russelr and Trocki, (1986) reported that
negative effects which persisted over time v¡ere associated
with highly intrusive, prolonged incestuous abuse where the
abuser was a father figure.

Brunngraber's (1986) community study of paternal incest
victims indicated that the most negative lasting effects on

female victims \¡rere difficulties with interpersonal
relationships with men (i.e., feelings of hostility and
distrust towards men and avoiding emotional_ or physical
contact with men); and sexuality problems (i.e., avoiding
or fearing sex, having difficulty blending emotional
intimacy with sexual contact, experiencing flashbacks
dur-i-ng sex or having solely lesbian relationships ) .

As noted earlier, prevarence of a history of sexual
abuse or incest appears to be high in clinical populations
(Doob | 1992). simirarly, based on clinical observations,
Lowery (1987 ) composed a list of symptoms in untreated
adurt, incest victims, which included emotional and physical
abuse towards children, impulsive behavior, promiscuity,
somatic complaints, feelings of detachment and

powerlessness, lack of trust, always needing to care for
others, difficulty with auLhority figures,difficulty in
parenting and reinvolvement in incestuous assault. Many of
the effects for clinicar populations thus overlap with
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those in studies which examined non-cIinical populations
using the broader term sexual abuse.

A unique long-term effect of incest recently di_scussed

in the literature has been that of the "psychic ross" of
the father (vüingerson, rggz). This, according to wingerson,
is a core element of the incest experience and leaves
children feeling that they have lost their idealized parent
and his empathy, their security, and their sense of self,
even t.hough the father may stirl be physically present.
9[hi1e this sense of loss begins in childhood stresses
vüingerson, the child is often unabre to mourn this loss and

later as adults this mourning becomes part of the incest
victim's healing.

Negative effects of childhood incest often do not show

themselves directly in adulthood and might be delayed, even

though the survivor remembers the abuse. Researchers have

frequently referred to "Lriggers" which cause survivors to
experience symptoms of the incest at certain times in their
lives (sanderson, !990; Gelinas, L9g3). various life events
or experiences may trigger specific symptoms for the
survivor. Becoming sexually active or having any close
intimacy with a partner (which may recreate feelings
associated with the abuse trauma); birt,h of a child (which
may restimulate memories of vulnerability); over-
identification with the chird (particularly if female);
phobic reactions to the child's genitalia; or a child
reaching the age at which the mother \¡ras abused, all may

result in flashbacks (sanderson, 1990). other life triggers
may be separation or divorce of the survivorror death of
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the abuser and/or death of the non-perpetrating mother.
Therefore, negative long term effects of incest may not
show themselves until one of the above (or other
significant) life experience occurs for the survivor.
Gelinas (1983) para11e1s this delayed process to a ,,time

bomb", especially since the survivor cannot avoid
situations that may function as developmental triggers.
Positive Copinq Strateqies

To date, the majority of incest and sexual abuse

research has examined the negative outcomes of these
traumas. Not surprisingly, victims, own perceptions of past
incestuous abuse have also been strongly negative. Half the
vromen in Herman, Russell and Trocki,s (19g6) sample fert
that their incestuous abuse had substantiar lasting effects
on their life. However, researchers have recenLly begun to
explore the healing process in adult survivors and positive
v¡ays in which they have coped with, and survived such a

trauma. Brunngraber's (1986) study was the first of its
kind to yield information about the positive coping methods
and aftereffects of paternal incest,

"Despite their past incestuous victimization, and in
some cases because of it, many \nromen in this sample
seemed to have learned valuable qualities of self-
reliance, autonomy, independence, account.ability and

sensitivity toward others. The positive aftereffects,
therefore, seem to represent coping mechanisms used by
victims to deal with the period during and after the
incestuous assault" (p. 31)

ïn another study, Draucker (r9g2b) provides a rich
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description of the experience of surviving incest with
regards to construing benefit from this victimizíng
experience. rncest survivors $/ere asked how they adapted to
the incest experience and what, if any, positive benefit
resulted from it. Almost 50 percent reported at least one
positive outcome resulting from their incest experience. A

content analysis of the survivors responses revealed the
following four themes: 1) an increased ability to relate to
other victims, 2) increased understanding in the causes of
abusive behavior, 3) an increased sense of personal
strength, and 4) an increased self-awareness.

Also relevant is the unusual finding by Long and
Jackson (1993) who examined the rerationship between the
emotional responses of victims during the time of the abuse
and later effects. vühile the majority of the sample
reported negative emotions (e.g., guilt, fear, anger)
around their abuse, these researchers also identified a

group of women who reported primarily positive emotions
occurring at the time of the abuse ( e.g. rcared for,
aroused, specíal). rn attempting to explain this peculiar
finding, Long and Jackson (1993) suggested that these \^romen

did not see their experience as abusive and did not
consider themselves to be victims of childhood sexual
abuse. This is clearly a definitionar problem, especially
since their definition of abuse was "any sexual activity,,
and 58.68 of their sample reported "kissing". As well, all
women in the positive group reported abuse by someone

outside the family, further confusing the "abusive,, nature
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of these behaviors.

rn summary, many empirical studies íllustrate that
there is indeed a broad range of recovery from incest and

sexual abuse in childhood; some survivors are profoundly
affected and display chronic symptoms, some show mirder
problems, and some report that they have recovered well
from the abuse. over the past several years, a multitude of
studies have focused on the longer term, lasting effects of
child sexual abuse. The studies reviewed here indicate that
a history of incest or other sexual abuse is unquestionably
associated with ensuing psychologicar and social problems

in the majority of its adurt victims. rn sunmary, symptoms

as an adult found to be associated with a history of
childhood sexuar abuse and incest include: self-destructive
behaviors, dissociation, somatization, eating disorders,
interpersonal and sexual problems, low self-esteem,
substance abuse, and high levers of depression, fear, and

anxiety.

Perspectives in Understanding fncest
According to Finkelhor (1988), it has only been since

1984 that researchers have begun to propose conceptual
models to understand the resulting trauma of sexual abuse

and incest experiences. rn integrating the findings on the
impact of being sexually abused, four different approaches
that address the etiology of the phenomenon will- be

considered: a) Post rraumatic stress Disorder (prsD),
b) Traumagenic Dynamics Moder of child sexual Abuse ., c) a

systemic approach, and d) a feminist approach.
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Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (pTSD)

The post-traumatic stress disorder (prsD) model has

been frequently used to explain the traumatic psychological
effects of sexual abuse and incest on its victims. prsD

exists as a diagnostic category in the Diagnostic and

statistical Manual (3rd ed. rev. ) (American psychiatric
Association, 1987). l,ühile prsD was originally formulated to
apply to adult war veterans (Trimble, L9g5), researchers
have recognized that PTSD symptoms are relatively common in
child sexual abuse victims (Kendal1-Tackett et al., 1993)

as well as in adults with an incest history (courtois &

sprei, 1988). Recent research suggests that many of the
lasting effects of incest and child sexual_ abuse in adul_ts
are similar to and meet the diagnostic criteria for prsD,

(Mcleer, Deblingêr, Atkins, Foa & Ral_phe,19gg; Berliner &

wheeler, L987; Finkelhor, 19gg; Donaldson & Gardner, L9g5i
Pribor & Dinwiddie, 1992).

According Èo the DSM-rrr-R diagnostic criteria, post-
traumatic reactions include fear, startle reactions,
reenactment of the trauma, intrusive thoughts and

nightmares, flashbacks, sleep disturbances and depression.
while it has been noted that for many victims of sexual
abuse the PTSD symptoms are absent (Finkelhor, 19gg),
Rowan, Eoy, Rodriguez and Ryan (L994) reported that 69% of
their femal-e clinical sample met all the criteria for prsD

(L994)- Donaldson and Gardner (19g5) also found that
delayed or chronic prsD r¡/as present in 25 out of their 26

adult incest victims
Some researchers suggest that the pTSD model is
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helpfur because it provides incest survivors with a way of
reinterpreting and normalizing their reactions which they
often consider as "crazy" (courtois & sprei, 19gB). Another
benefit of placing sexual abuse in the framework of prsD as

noted by Finkelhor (LgBB), is that seeing sexual abuse as a

PTSD stressor removes blame from the victim for the
experience. The prsD laber places the incest victim in the
same category as victims of natural disasters and wars and

thereby challenges the idea that the incest trauma was

self-inflicted.
Many researchers agree, however, that prsD does not

adequately explain post-incest experience. First, it does

not address the emotional loss suffered by the child or the
violation of the relationship (B1ume, 1990). Next, it fails
to acknowledge victim,s gender. Finally, various
characteristics of sexual abuse and incest survivors do not
faII within PTSD (e.g., dissociation, suicide attempts and

revictimization) (Briere & Runtz, LggB).

Given its shortcomings, some feel that the prsD model_

remains the best available psychiatric framework for
understanding the effects of incest (B1ume, 1990).
Finkelhor (1988) notes that, while the prsD model provides
a list of symptoms, it does not explain how the symptoms

develop for the victim. He suggests that until further
research has been done on the impact on victims \^¡e should
not adopt this framework for understanding the trauma of
incest and sexual abuse.

certainly, viewing sexual abuse and incest within the
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PTSD model has many benefits; however, a more specific
applicat.ion to sexual abuse and incest would improve its
ability to explain the effects of such traumas.

Finkelhor and Brown (19g5) have suggested an

alternative to the prsD framework to better understand the
psychological effects of incest and sexual abuse and the
process in which these symptoms develop. Their model uses
many elements of the prsD modeI. vühiIe these traumagenic
factors may be present in other kinds of trauma, when

combined together, according to Finkelhor and Brown (19g5),
t.hey characteríze the unique experience of sexual abuse.

Finkelhor and Brown's (1995) model contains four
trauma-causing factors they refer to as "traumagenic
dynamics". The four factors are (1) traumatic
sexualization, (2) betrayal, (3) powerlessness, and (4)
stigmatization. Each of the traumagenic dynamics will be
described briefly to explain each one and show the impact
each has on the victim.

Traumatic sexualization refers to processes in which
the child' s sexuarity is shaped in an inappropriate \^/ay as

a result of the sexuar abuse. This might happen when the
child receives gifts or privileges for inappropriate sexual
behavior and then the child learns to use sexual_ behavior
to get his/her needs met from others. This might also occur
when a part of the child's anatomy becomes fetishized and
given distorted importance t ot when fear becomes associated
with sexual activity. These dynamics are unique to sexual
abuse since they do not occur in other childhood traumas
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such as parental divorce or physical abuse.

Later effects observed in adult victims of sexual
abuse that seem to be connected with the dynamic of
sexualization include: aversion to sex, flashbacks,
difficulty with arousal and orgasm, vaginismus, and

negative feelings about their sexuality and thej_r bodies
(Finkelhor & Browne, 1985).

The second traumagenic dynamic, betrayal, occurs when

the child discovers that, a person who they trusted and

depended on caused them harm. This also includes the
child's experience with the non-offending family members

(e.g., if they felt that they \,i¡ere not protected or
berieved). This effect may be characterized in adulthood
(reviewed by Finkelhor & Brorvn, 1985) as an ímpaired
judgement of the trustworthiness of others, vulnerability
to revictimization in relationships t or hostilit,y and anger
leading to aversion to intimate rel_ationships.

The powerressness dynamic occurs when the chird senses
that he or she is in danger and is unable to stop or escape

from the abuse experience(s). The experience of having
one's body repeatedly invaded and the sense of
powerressness often lead to fear, anxiety and helpress
which often do not end once the abuse terminates
(Finkelhor, 1988). The later effects associated with this
dynamic in adulthood include: fear and anxiety, PTSD

symptoms, impaired coping skills (e.g., employment

problems, Iow sense of efficacy, revictimization), and

compensating for past powerlessness (e.g., a need for male
victims in particular to control or dominate others).
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The last traumagenic dynamic includes stigmatization,
in which negative messages are conveyed to the child ( e.g.
that she is evil, worthless, shameful and guilty) and that
the child should assume blame for the abuse. These messages

eventually become incorporated into the child's self-image,
often as shame, guilt, low self-esteem and feeling somehow

different from others. ûühi1e the degree of stigma suffered
varies for different children, Finkelhor suggests that the
longer term effects may show up in adults as feelings of
isolation, poor serf-esteem, drug and arcohol abuse,
prostitution, guilt and shame with its extreme form being
self-mutilation and suicide attempts.

Finkelhor and Browne's (1985) traumagenic dynamics
model is valuable in understanding both Lhe immediate
effects of sexual abuse on the chird victim, as werl as

many of the lasting effects on the adult. This model has

been frequently cited in the riterature for its usefurness
in understanding the impact of childhood sexual abuse and
incest. For example, Green ( 1993) found this model- to be

the most sophisticated attempt at identifying effects of
the abuse experience on children as well as adults.

Limitations of using this model to explain the effects
of sexual abuse and incest, however, include failure to
separate acute and chronic traumatic events, the
interaction between them (Green I l-gg3), and lack of
empirical verification (Kendall et al., 1993).

vühile this review has emphasized the experience of the
incest victim, little mention has been made of the context
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in which incest occurred, namely, the victim,s family. one

cannot truly understand incest trauma vùithout examining
survivors' incestuous experience within the ful_ler context
of the family system.

Familv Svstems Theory

Family systems theory can be used to explain why and

how incest occurs. rn examining the problem of incest from
a family systems perspective, the focus is not on the
incest behavior per se, but the dysfunctional family
interactions and stress that led to the incest (Bagley a

King, 1990). Those advocating treatment from this
perspective, fee] that "...an effective strategy of change
must confront the underlying family structure in order to
eriminate the need for the symptom of incest" (Alexander,
1985' p- 87). The focus is not on the sexual misconduct,
but is rather on the relationship dynamics and the family
variables that contribute to the incestuous behavior
(Friedman, 1988).

rnherent in family systems theory is the assumption
that aJ.-z members of the family contribute in some \,say to
the incestuous abuse. According to sgroi (1,982), incest
usually involves some level of participation by other
family members even if it is ignoring the situation. one

family member may even "set up" a child to be victimized by
another family member. she states, however, that incest is
most often a result of indirect participation of every
member. Therefore, within this conceptual framework one
needs to look at both the organizational and the
interactionar aspects of the family system in which the
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incestuous interaction evolved (Friedman, 19gB).

systems theory points to the internal organizational
structure of the family where incest occurs. rn such

families there exists a high degree of isolation from the
external world, interconnectedness and entrophy (i.e., lack
of organization, information exchange and external
stimuli) (Alexander, 1985) . Additionally, researchers have

found that many "myths" exist within the family subsystems

where incest is occurring. These myths often include the
belief that "it is okay for adults to viorate chirdren and

for men to viorate women" (Bennett, 1992). Renvoize (1993)
states that,

very often the entire family wirl have created its own

set of myths by which they a1r live. Each individuar
may have made up their own story which jusLifies the
way they live- the offender to arrow him/herself to
continue the offences, the victim to help her/him to
survive the abuse, the partner, usuarly the mother, to
ignore or rationalize the other partner,s abuse. These

myths are their reality..." (p. 139).
continued acceptance of these myths allows the abuse to
continue and leads the entire family into a "conspiracy of
silence" (Bennett, I992r.

The systems perspective also focuses on the internal
interactions of the family subsystems. only the spousal and
parental subsystems will be briefly discussed here.The
spousal relationship in an incestuous famiry has been

characterized by a polver imbalance and troubl-ed sexual
relations (ttaterman, 1986). As well, the marital
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relationship has been described as "pathologicarly
dependent" (Friedman, 1989), where both adults are afraid
of loss, separation and abandonment.

l'layer (1983) explains that in families where incest
occurs, psychopathology exists and affects ar1 members. The

children are not emotionally healthy and when brought up in
a pathological family system, they learn to get their needs

met in similar dysfunctional ways. she suggests that their
behavior is even perhaps necessary for their o\^Jn survival
or that of the family unit. rn conclusion, Mayer states
that, "...to recognize the fact that each individual in the
family has a role in incestuous abuse is not equivalent to
removing final responsibility from the offending adult
member" (L983, p. L4).

often in families where incest occurs, mothers are
victims of past sexual abuse or wife abuse, and the
continuum of learned "victimized behaviors" affects her own

protective efforts towards her children (Truesde11, McNeit
& Deschner, 1986). Especially where mothers' incest has not
been treated, the incest survivor as a mother is unlikely
to recognize or prevent incest (Loweryt I}BT).

The incest survivor as a mother experiences unique
problems with regards to parenting her children. These
problems, which will be covered more furly in the following
review of the literature, include¡ issues about the child,s
sexuality, nurturing, boundaries, role-reversal,
expectations for her child's behavior, discipline and
protectiveness
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rnherent in family systems theory is the assumption
that all members of the family where incest is occurring
play a role in causing or maintaining the incestuous abuse
(including the child whose role is victim). Mothers in
particular, have been targeted by researchers based on the
assumption that their roles and behavior in the family are
crucial factors in the onset, and continuance of incest.
Especially for untreated adult victims of incest, "the
victim becomes a 'high-risk candidate, for setting up the
same type of nonfunctioning, disorganized family system
that contributed to their incestuous assault" (Lowery,
L987, p. 30).

This is a very sensitive and controversial issue
researchers. Glaser and Frosh (1993) strongly advocate
family systems theorists support ,,mother blaming,' and

on the mother's inadequacy in the sexual abuse. Blume

(1990) feels that using this theory to understand childhood
incest is dangerous, in thaÈ the next step might be to look
at how a mother- or even her child- "contributes" to the
father's rape of the child. others caution that assuming
that the vulnerable, Ionely, needy child victim may

precipitate the incest is dangerous because the
vulnerability may become confused with responsibility
(Bagley & King, 1990). Russe1l also criticizes the
assumption underlying family systems theory (i.e., that
non-perpetrating mothers "coIlude" in the incest by not
having sex with their husbands or rejecting the traditional
housewife rore which leading the father to substitute the
daughter for caregiving). she st,ates Èhat this theory is

among

that
focus
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unjust and "-.-is only a slightly more sophisticated
version of the oId seductive child theory (19g6, p. 385)".

Examining the dynamics in the incestuous family from a

family systems perspective demonstrates how the incestuous
family as a whole experiences the effects of incest across
its various subsystems. Many concerns have been expressed
by feminist researchers regarding this theory,s usefulness
in understanding incest. The shortcomings of this approach
in explaining childhood incest lie in (a) its failure to
address power differences between child victim and adult
perpetrator, (b) its tendency to attribute responsibility
for the abuse to the mother, (c) its inability to explain
incestuous abuse that occurs outside the nuclear family,
and (d) its not addressing contextual contributors (e.g.,
poverty) and (e) its discounting male socialization toward
violence in our culture (Glaser & Frosh, ]-gg3; Russelr,
1986) - The fourth and final perspective that will be

discussed is feminist theory.
Feminist Theory

Feminist researcher Diane Russell (1996) maintains
that while many scientists in the past v/ere unwilling to
recognize the problem of incest, feminists (both clinicians
and researchers) along with survivors, \dere responsible for
raising public av/areness about this "secret" trauma. From

the feminist perspective, incest and child sexual abuse are
very realr prevalent, problems and feminists in the field
argue that a feminist perspective is most appropriate in
understanding its etiology (RusseIl, 1996).

Feminist exploration on the effects of incest has
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generally involved examining the experience of the incest
survivor herself as opposed to focusing on the wider family
dynamics. whil-e the larger context of family roles and

dynanrics are given consideration, feminist research holds
incest as a social problem rather than as an individual_
problem. As discussed by Russell (1996), feminist research
takes into account many contextual and structurar factors
in the occurrence of incest. These factors incrude male

sex-role socialization, exposure to child pornography,
po\^/er imbalances in society, and the historical devaluation
of children.

Feminist theory emphasizes the power men have over
\,üomen and recognizes how the difference in power affects
h/omens' experiences. rn contrast to family systems theory,
the feminist orientation holds the perpetrator soleIy
responsible for his actions irrespective of the other
family members' behavior (curtois & sprei, 19gg). vühile
researchers from a family systems perspective focus on the
collusion of mothers and their role in the occurrence of
incest, researchers who embrace a feminist perspective
claim that this is another way of blaming the mother
(Blume, 1990; Russe11, 1984).

The focus in feminist research and therapy is on the
victim's experience. rn an effort to more clearly identify
the dynamics of incest and sexuar abuse in women and the
"meaning" of the experience, researchers at the women's

Research centre (vilRc) in the Greater vancouver area (19g9)
examined the experience of sexual abuse and incest from the
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perspective of the adult survivor. seventeen adult
survivors and eight women whose chirdren had been sexuarly
abused h¡ere given the opportunity to tell their histories
of abuse. The majority of all- the participants had been

abused by a member of their immediate family (i.e.,
fathers, stepfathers or brothers). During four-hour
interviews these v/omen told their stories and provided
descriptions of their childhoods, their abuse, the effects
of the abuse as children and as adults and their strengths
and survival straLegies. For the purpose of this paper only
the perceived consequences of the abuse will be discussed.

Using Pamela S1eeth's Survivor,s Cycle as a
framework, the wRC (1989) attempted to explain the women,s

experiences and beliefs about themselves which developed as

a result of the abuse. consequences of the abuse reported
by these v¡omen fit into the following categories:
confusion, self-estrangement, development of survival
skiIIs, entrapment, and negative sense of self.

According to t.he Survivor,s Cycle, the incest or
sexual abuse initíalIy caused confusion. The chird
experienced confusion about authority of adults and

themselves, about what's real, about physical, emotional
and intellectual limits, and about personal competency.
often unable to change her situation, the child "Iet go of
their reality" over which they have no control_. The femare
child victim may separate herself from her abuse

experiences through forgetting, blanking out or even

creating "splits" in her personality.
rn the next stage in the cycre, survivors described
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the following "skiIIs" they developed to cope with the
abuse: intellectualizirg, hiding, passivíty, humor,

helping, acting out, taking drugs and/or alcohol, escaping
(i.e., running, fantasizing, lying), considering and

attempting suicide, seeking acceptance, and seeking
control. rn the next stage in the cycle, the child feels
trapped by the secrecy, fear, guirt, and responsibility for
the abuse- rn the last stage of the cycIe, the child,s
feelings about the experience and the distortion inherent
in the abuse leads her to form a negative self image or
lose her sense of self. This stage of the cycle in
particular was clearly illustrated when the adult survivors
talked about feeling incomplete, invisible, empty and lost.

Given that the previous feelings and perceptions v/ere
initially instilled j-n chirdhood during the rime of the
abuse, one might expect that without appropriate treatment
and intervention, these effects would not only permeate
childhood development but may persist into adulthood and

become core factors in the adult survivor's daily life. The

wRc's research (1989) supported this idea whereby, "The

cycle continues. rn her adult relationships the survivor
grapples with her confusion about who she really is, what
her needs are, what her rights are, what she is responsible
for, and what she deserves. The cycle produces its own

energy, continually reinforcing itself unress and until it
is broken" (p. 113). rnterestingry, the above description
of the cycle appears to forlow a somewhat systemic
perspective where the survivor,s perceptions get
continually fed back to her which increases the likelihood
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that her perceptions and behaviors wirr keep recurring.
As we have seen, being sexually abused as a chird

often results in seeing oneself and one,s environment in a

unique v¡ay as an adult. rt also may result in survivors,
developing subsequent coping strategies. rt is important to
note that while the survivor,s cycle was applicable to the
women interviewed, consequences of sexual abuse are unique
to each individual-. The degree t,o which each survivor
experiences the effects is dependent on many factors, as

suggested by Finkelhor's Traumagenic Factors: traumatic
sexualization, betrayal, powerlessness and stigmatization.
other factors that may also account for the differing
amounts of trauma and effects to the victim include: the
nature of the victim's rerationship to the offender, the
duration of the relationship, the sexual acts engaged in,
the degree of force or coercion used, the age of the child
and the age disparity between the perpetrator and t,he

victim (see Finkelhor, 1984, for a further review of these
factors ) .

rn a similar attempt to understand the meaning of
incest to survivors from a feminist perspective, Kondora
(1993) described the experience of five adult women

survivors of childhood incest. Through unstructured
interviews, Kondora (1993) identified two main shared
meanings of the survivor's lived experience. Regardless of
whether the survivor had always remembered the abuse or had
just remembered it, thinking back upon the abuse \^ras an

important central theme in which the painfulness,
intrusiveness and pervasiveness of the memories was
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prevalent in their stories. "Adult women survivors of
childhood incest experience a centrality of remembering
such that their past is always irruminated in front of
them" (p. 14). The second pattern that emerged from the
women's stories was that of caring behavior. The women tord
of having an ability to care for themselves as adults
because someone other than their parents showed caring
behavior towards them as a child or as an adult.

fn summary, each perspective is useful in
understanding the various effects and dynamics of incest.
Family systems theory has been criticized for emphasizing
mothers' inadequacy in accounting for incest and mother-
blaming is often inherent. The feminist perspective
attributes blame for incest where it belongs-to the
offender. This perspective also best describes the mother's
perception of herself and her strengths as a parent to her
daughter. The material and stories mothers share in this
study are best interpreted within a feminist framework
which encompasses the larger social- structure that
contributed to these mother's own incest experience.

By examining four different major theoretical
perspectives, the previous review attempted to explain the
long-term effects and dynamics of incest and sexual abuse.
These perspectives, however, do not specifically address
parenting issues of incest survivors. The next section
focuses on the intergenerational aspects of incest and on
attachment theory, which offers an explanation of how

incest is transmitted across generations.
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fncest Across Generations

unfortunately only a few studies have addressed how

one's childhood experience of abuse affects one,s
parenting. what happens to the abused child when he or she

reaches adulthood if little or no effective intervention
has taken place? rn 1980, Harold Martin, noted that while
there are "...¡to prospective long-term studies of
mistreated children...The most obvious long-term effect of
the abusive environment is its influence on parenting
patterns in the next generation" (p. 353). Now, over a

decade later, there is general acceptance among clinicians
and researchers that an abuse cycle exists with regard to
physical abuse and neglect. That is, children who are
victims of physical or psychological abuse or neglect may

grow up to be abusive parents. fn their review of the
literature on the intergenerational transmission of abuse,
Kaufman and Zigler (L987 ) estimated that 309 of individuals
that have been physically abused, sexually abused, or
suffered extreme neglect, will maltreat their own children
in some \,ray.

rn attempts to understand a "sexual abuse cycle", much

research has been done mainly in the area of adult and

adorescent sexual offenders to help understand the abused-
to-abuser link. lr7hat we do know is that the majority of
male sexual offenders have been sexually victimized
themselves (Freeman-Longo, 1986). A very recent study of
sexual offenders found that the incidence of sexual abuse

in childhood was a) higher among child molesters than the
incidence of sexual abuse reported in both clinical and
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non-crinical samples in the literature and b) more than
twice as high as that anong rapists (Seghorn, prentky &

Boucher, L9871.

With regard to \^¡omen, Goodwin, McCarthy and DiVasto
(1981) found that among 100 mothers of children who were

sexually or physically abused, 242 of the mothers reported
having been incestuously abused themselves. This finding
was then compared to 3? of 500 vromen who came from the same

community and whose children had not been abused to their
knowledge.

rn explaining their findings, these researchers argued
that mothers who were sexually abused themselves adopt
emotional and physicar distance from their children, thus
providing more opportunities for abuse to occur (Goodwin,

Mccarthy & Divasto, 1981). others suggest an alternate
explanation. Having had inadequate parental role model_s for
good parenting, survivors of sexual abuse have often not
learned appropriate protective behaviors with which to
protect their own children from potentiarly abusive
situations (Sanderson, 1990) .

Glaser and Frosh (1993) attempt to explain the
intergenerational nature of sexual abuse for survivors.
They state that the experience of the abuse increases
women's vulnerability to sexualry exploitive men and

reduces their ability t.o protect their chil_dren. ,'rt is an

apparent puzzle that there is a strong link between having
been abused oneself in childhood and having children who

are themselves sexually abused. The puzzle here is that the
statistical link passes down a maternar chain (girls who
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are abused have daughters who are abused) and yet it is
mostly men that actually do the abusing', (1993, p. 55).

Mothers who are incest survivors themselves are
frequently concerned with the possibility that they may

repeat or be a party to some of the abuse which happened to
them. often though, the fear of repeating abusive family
pat'terns t ot avrareness of one,s abuse, in itsel_f prevents
survivors from ever being abusive (Ma1tz & Holman , r9B7 ¡

Kritsberg, 1993) rt is worth noting here that while there
appears to be a high risk of repeating the pattern of
abuse, many victims do not become abusers.

A final explanation of how incest may cross
generations comes from the so called role reversar of
mothers and daughters or ,,parentification', theory.
According to this theory, "parentification" of daughters
often plays a primary role in continuing the cycle of
incest (Draucker, r992a¡ courtois, 19gg; Gelinas, 1983).
The literature suggests that in families where incest
occurs, mothers have usually been ',parentified children"
and boundaries have been blurred (Gelinas, 19g3). since the
survivor was parentified as a child, she may expect the
same from her children and role reversals occur.

The importance of maintaining generational boundaries
is repeatedly mentioned in the literature as an important
factor in increasing the risk for incest. According to
Thorman (1983), blurred boundaries, especially between
mother and daughter and father serve as a basis for an

incestuous relationship
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Parentification consists of blurred boundaries between
the mother and the chiId, and can be expressed by assigning
children major responsibility for housework and childcare
in the family. Terri phillpot (personal communication,
1995) | a counselor at Klinic community Health centre who

runs parenting groups for battered \nromen states that
parentification or "viorating childrens boundaries,, is a

primary topic for abuse survivors. parentification can
occur on many different IeveIs, including emotional,
physical and sexual parentification. Emotional
parentification is most prevalent in the groups that
Phillpot works with (B0B of whom are sexual abuse
survivors). Emotional parentification takes the form of the
mother sharing inappropriate information with the chil_d
around her abuse, and assuming the role of a,,friend', or
confident with her children. phillpot finds that survivors
who are singJ-e mothers with littre supports in their lives
are often ,,desperate for emotional support,'¡ so they
sometimes turn to t.heir children for emotional nurturing.
one of the areas that phillpot works on with the mothers is
helping them identify other sources of physical and

emotional support. she also stated that many of the rong-
term physical and emotional manifesLations of sexual abuse
survivors (e.g., recurring co1ds, illnesses, yeast
infections, depression) place the mother in a position of
needing extra physical care and nurturing.

As described by Draucker (r992a), intergenerational
transmission of incest may occur in the following \^¡ay. The

parentified child grows up being attracted to partners who
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are typically needy, narcissistic or insecure and who

expect her to take on most of the household and maternal_

responsibilities. with 1itt.Ie regard (and little time) for
her own needs, the survivor becomes "emotionally depleted".
she attempts to get support from her husband who feels
threatened and abandoned and withdraws from her. she may

then turn to her children for emotional support and the
process of "parentification" begins. rf unable to meet his
needs outside the family, the husband may attempt to get
his needs met through his daughter. The daughter, nohr an

incest survivor, becomes an adult with a poor self-concept
who is skilled at caretaking, and is at risk for
exploitation. The cycle continues. while Draucker,s
description of how parentification may occur clearly
follows a family systems model (i.e., where all members of
the family play a role in the parentification occurring),
clinicar literature on parentification often holds the
mother primarily accountable for its occurrence.

Attacfunert rheory and rrternal vüorkinq Model=

An attachment perspective/theory can also be used to
understand the intergenerational transmission of abuse.
similar to the reoccurrence of incest Èhrough generations,
attachment may also be transmitted intergenerationalry
(Ricks, 1985).

Bowlby's (1980) theory of attachment suggests that the
early infant-caregiver relationship provides a pattern for
later relationships. Egeland, JacobiÈz and sroufe, (19g8)
explain,

I,lit,h confidence in oneself and others the
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securely attached child is more likely to enter into
loving and trusting relationships. In contrast,
infants whose needs have not been appropriately met

develop expectations that care is not available and

others cannot be trusted and, as adulLs, are more

1ike1y to have difficulty entering into supportive
relationships with others and providing adequate care
for their offspring (p. 1081).

while little attention has been given to bringing earry-
formed working models into adulthood, working models of
oneself and others appear to play a major role in parenting
one's ordn children (Egeland et. â1., 1988). Bowrby's ( 19go)

concept of internar working models of self and attachment
fj-gures proposes that early relationships are internal_ized
and are strongly linked to later psychological functioning.

Attachment theorísts advocate that initiat
relationships are extremely important in the development of
one's self-esteem. one of the profound long term effects of
incest, has been that adult survivors have low self-esteem
and serf-worth. This finding can be easily understood
within Bowlby's framework of an "insecure attachment" and a
"negative internal working model of the self". rnadequate
or negative internal working models are most likely to
occur in response to "intolerable mental pain or conflict"
and - -. "inadequate working models, in turn, will interfere
with coping and with optimal development" (Bretherton,
Ridgeway & Cassidy, 1990, p. 277).

The internal working model construct has been used to
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exprain the development of healthy as well as pathological
relationships (Bretherton et â1., 1990). Àn interesting
study by Egeland and colleagues used attachment theory as a
guide in examining the discontinuity of the cycle of abuse.
these researchers found that the forlowing experiences
decreased the chances for mothers with a history of abuse

to abuse their children: the availabirity of a supportive
rel-aÈionship in childhood, experience in therapy, and. a
stable, satisfying relationship during adulthood.
unfortunately, t.his study classified mothers into "abused"
and "nonabused" groups T¡¡ithout regard to the type of abuse

experience (i.e., sexual, physical or emotional abuse).
An attachment framework and internal working moders in

particular, help explain the long-term effects and

intergenerational transmission of incest, and the parenting
experience of survivors. vühile this theoretical framework
serves as a useful guide in the present study for
understanding parent-child relationships, it is
insufficient in itself for explaining the societal problem
of incest. rn the next section, specific parenting concerns
and issues for incest and non incest survivors wil_I be

addressed.

The Parenting Experience of fncest Survivors
unfortunately, virtual-ly no systematic research exists

on the effects of the incest experience on the incest
survivor as a parent. I,ùhat littIe we know about the
parenting experience of female incest survivors comes

mainly from clinical data; there is none about the male
parent incest survivor. rn part.icular, questions of how
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incest survivors' experiences affected their desire to
become parents, their feelings about their child,s
sexuality or how their abuse impacted on how they parent
their own children are left unaddressed. This study focuses
on the mother,s beliefs, practices and reality not
necessarily the role her partner or other supports play in
her life.
Female Survivors as parents

vlhile many female incest survivors function quite well
as parents, others are unable to do so because their
mothering is impeded by the long term effects of the incest
and traumatic stress reactions (courtois, 19gg). Kritsberg
(1993) refers to this deficiency in protective behaviors of
survivors as "blind spots". This is where the survivors,
own defenses may not have allowed them to see potentially
dangerous situations for their children.

The mother's role in the incestuous father-daughter
relationship has been a controversial one, and yet has been

studied much less than that of either the male perpetrator
or the child victim (MacFarlane & waterman, 1986). while
blame has been attributed to mothers in the past for
"coIluding" or "allowing" the sexual relations between the
father (or father figure) and the child to continue,
mothers in families where there is incest have been found
to be generally subservient, oppressed and incapacitated
(Jehu, 1988). The consequence of having these
characteristics according to Jehu (1989) is that "...the
mother is unable to protect, supervise, and guide her own

daughters, who are consequently more vulnerabre to
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victimization"...and that "...the mother does not model_ or
transmit self-protective and assertive skills to the
daughters" (p. 19). These mothers are therefore "victims
themselves and are in a poor position to instruct and equip
their daughters to avoid these hazards" (p. 19).

Not surprisingly, research suggests that many

survivors of incest do not want to have children. There are
several reasons for this. First, many incest survivors are
afraid of assuming the rore of a passive witness in the
same ways that their mothers did; thereby contributing to
the cycle of abuse (sanderson, 1990). A second reason is
based on their perception that they are bad or ,,evil,. arrd

therefore couldn,t possibly bear a normal child
(lüesterlund, 7992). Fina1ly, survivors see pregnancy as

losing control of their body and fear being left vulnerable
and powerress (westerlund, l99z). Thus, some survivors do

not become involved in intimate rerationships, marry,
adopt t oÊ have chitdren at all.

At the other extreme lie survivors who feel a

"desperate need" to have children in order to do better
than what their mothers had done. This often translates
itsel-f into striving to be the "perfect mother". This
distorted perception of a perfect mother leads the survivor
to have high self-imposed demands and expectations which in
turn may interfere with her children,s sense of
individuation and independence (sanderson, 1990 ) . sanderson
(1990) also notes that if t,he chirdren do not show

appreciation at having such a perfect mother t or if giving
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the children everything reminds the mother of what she was

deprived of, the mother may end up feeling resentment

towards her children.
Striving to be a perfect mother often results in

over-protecting and over-nurturing behaviors (sanderson,
1990i westerlund, 19921. paradoxically, while most mother
survivors over nurture, they may also experience
difficulties in how comfortable they feel when providing
nurturance and have difficulty balancing discipline with
affection (Ge1inas, 1983; Jehu, 1988). Supporting this
idea, Goodwin and coll-eagues (1981) report that incest
survivors as parents often imbue closeness and affection
with sexual meaning.

similarly, sroufe and vüard (1980) found that g.2sz of
low income mothers in their sample (n:!761, showed a

seductive pattern of behavior towards their preschool male

children. A later study by these researchers revealed that
while mothers engaged in sexually inappropriate and

physical abusive behavior towards their preschool sons, the
same mothers h¡ere less physically intimate \^rit.h their
preschool daughters and showed a high degree of derision
Èowards them (i.e., berittling their efforts, addressing
them with sarcasm, laughing at them, demeaning or
ridiculing them) (sroufe, Jacobitz, Mangersdorf, DeAngelo e

Vüard, 1985). These researchers postulated that
inappropriate sexual or seductive behavior of mothers in
their sample may reflect a history of sexual abuse (42% of
the target mothers reported a history of sexual abuse),
unmet emotional needsr or parentification. According to
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Thorman (1983) parents need to understand the difference
between "loving sensuality" and "abusive sexuality,, in
order to avoid crossing the line between these two forms of
parent-chi1d interactions .

clinicians have reported that mother survivors often
express fears and severe anxieties about parenting. For
many of these mothers, their primary concern is how t.o
protect their children from being sexualry abused by others
(Kritsberg, 1993; Kirschner, Kirschner c Rappaport, 1993).
They express worries about the nature and adequacy of their
child's sexuar abuse prevention training and general sex
education (v'Iesterlund, 19921 . Researchers have suggest,ed
that these parents compensate for their fears by being
hypervigillant concerning their chirdren's safety and

monitoring them closely (Kirschner et êr., 1993¡ sanderson,
19e0).

survivors may often express a concern that they might
marry someone who may abuse their children and become

highly anxious and suspicious about their partners and

spouses becoming perpetrators (Maltz & Hol_man , LSBT ¡

Kirschner et a1., 1993). This idea is supported by the
clinical literature in which it has been found that incest
survivors are vulnerable to choosing partners that resemble
their own abuser- partners who then may end up abusing
their own children (Sanderson, 1990).

Mother survivors of incest not onry worry about how

ot,hers may harm their chirdren, but they are also concerned
with their own feelings and actions towards them. survivors
often fear they wil-I not be good parents. They report
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feeling ambivalent about having children and ambivalence
towards their children (Gelinas, 1983; vtesterrund, 1992).

Mother incest survivors may experience bursts of rage and

anger' feeling easily overwhelmed and helpless when it
comes to everyday parenting (Kritsberg, lgg3; Finney, lgg2¡
Gerinas, l-983). often apprehensive about their strong anger
toward their children, especially when they are feeling out
of control, they sometimes fear inflict.ing physical abuse

on them (Jehu, 1988; Hal1er & Alter-Reid, L9g6). fn
general, mothers with histories of incest rJvorry that they
might be overprotective, fail to protect their childrenr or
be "inappropriate',r,rseductive,,r,,harmful" or abusive
(emotionalIy, physically t oÊ sexually) (vüesterlund, 1,992).

C1inical reports show that these mothers have

difficulty setting boundaries and limits for their children
(Gelinas, 1983; Sanderson, 1990; Jehu, 19BB). They may

withdraw, feeling overwhelmed; however, they are ofÈen
pursued by their children for attention, which is expressed
by mischievousness or misbehavior (serious squabbling,
fighting, property damage, accident proneness or frank
self-destructiveness) (GeIinas, 1983) .

Another theme emerging from the clinical literature
concerns the nature of the mother-child relationship and

the role one plays. A common pattern found in incest
survivors' family of origin is one of "parentification" of
the daughter by the family (Courtois, 1988; Gelinas, 1993;

Draucker, r992a). As previousry discussed, parentification
occurs when the child (usuaIly the eldest daughter) becomes
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responsible for the caretaking, protecting and nurturing of
the other family members. Taking care of others overrides
acknowledging her own needs and as an adult she is often
seen as a "supervroman", juggling many different projects
and being all things to aIl people. The young child is
asked to take care of the parent or the househol_d and

"there may be an implicit message to the children to act as

littIe adurts" (Kirschner et al., 1993 p. 77). while this
"reversal of roles" or "parentification" is frequently
mentioned in the dynamics of the mother-daughter
rerationship, the literature does not directly address if
this is also the case in the mother-son relationship or at
what age this behavior occurs.

For incest survivors, part of taking on an adurt role
in the world appears to be suppressing emotional neediness
in her child (Kirschner et a1.,1993). Following this line
of thought, sanderson (1990) found that parent survivors
often did not allow their children to express emotion and

cry, as the child,s tears reminded them of their own

painful childhood. I,lhen feelings \^/ere shown, the chird
would be immediately comforted by the mother.

vühile the majority of work examining the parenting
experience of incest survivors has been clinicalr ân

empirical investigation by cole and woolger (19g9) strongly
supports the idea that effects of incest on later parenting
might also be expected. These researchers found significant
differences between the child-rearing attitudes of paternal
incest survivors and non-inêest survivors. rncest. survivors
who perceived their mothers negatively were more likeIy to
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promote autonomy in their childreni yet, they showed rower
child acceptance. The authors questioned whether there was

a rejecting quality to the emphasis on autonomy. They also
noted that many vüomen expressed wantíng to be warm, fair
parents; however, upon describing specific child-rearing
situations they sounded harsh or detached to the
interviewers.

rn cole and rüoolger's (1989) clinical work with
parents they indicate that:

incest survivors often express inadequacy in coping
with children's need for support and structure, and

demonstrate acute difficulty in responding to
children's dependency demands, e.9., toddlers' needs

for limits, teen needs for coping with sexuality. They

also manifest resentment and hostility toward their
children, and appear unav¡are that these feelings may

be related to their own disappointing, harsh
childhood. (p. 4L4)

This study was one of only a few that have directly
addressed the issue of the sexual abuse survivors'
parenting experience. one shortcoming of this study was

that the women completed closed-ended child rearing and
parenting attitude questionnaires which limited the answers
they could give. The inclusion of open-ended questions
would have complemented the interesting findings that these
researcher obtained and may have provided a "richer,'
understanding of the mothers, experience as parents and

insight into why t,hey fel-t the way t.hey did. A second
limitation hras that age and gender of the children hrere not
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addressed in this study.

fn conclusion, parenting is a chall-enging roIe, one

that can be especially difficurt for high risk parents such

as incest survivors. For survivors of incest, parenthood

may have periods which trigger memories and feerings from
the parent's painful past. This may be particularly
difficult for the incest survivor and her preadolescent or
early adolescent daughter since (a) sexuality issues and

t'ension are paramount during this Èime, (b) the mother's
incest often has occurred during this time period, and (c)
the daughter is at a developmental stage where she is more

vurnerable to male attention and sexual advances (Thorman,

1983 ) .

The existing reports on the effects of incest and

sexual abuse on parenting are mainly clinical case studies.
The main shortcomings of the literature on mother-survivor
parenting effects include: a lack of empirical support and

underlying, damaging assumptions about mothers which make

them solery responsible for the care and protection of
their children, and blame them for the abuse of their
chíl-dren. Much of the literature has arso failed to address

contextual or structural factors (e.g., economic

dependence, stereotyping of females, family violence) which
increase the risk of abuse for women and children. studies
have also lacked distinctions based on childrens' age and

gender. one may expect that mother-incest survivors would
have some unique behaviors towards or concerns about their
child depending on their gender and developmental age.
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This study specifically addresses the parenting
experience of female incest survivors who have prepubertal
or early adolescent daughters. concluding this review of
t,he literature therefore, will be a short discussion on the
parenting issues during preadolescence and early
adolescence.

Parent-Child fssues in Ear1v Adolescence

Preadolescence and early adolescence (typically
between the ages of I and 11 years and lz to 14 years of
age respectively) are extremery important periods of growth
Preadolescence according to Hamner and Turner (19g5) is a

period of development about which we know very littre.
9ühi1e parents play a crucial role during this period they
often have a difficult time living with chirdren of this
age since they are neither children nor adorescents (Hamner

& Turner, 1985 ) .

Autonomy and fndividuation Issues

According to Hamner and Turner (1985), the period of
preadolescence is one which leads to identity formation in
adolescence. This is achieved by parents encouraging their
child's independence and responsibility rather than their
prior dependence. During this period when the chird is
gradually moving towards autonomy and independence, anger
and distress for both parents and adolescents is natural_

since parents tend to resist changing family rules while
adolescents vüant immediate changes in rules (Norler c

callan' 1991). Healthy adolescent development is most

1ike1y to occur in families where autonomy is highly
encouraged and control is flexible and is balanced by
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support and acceptance from parents and other family
members (No11er & Cal1an, 1991).

Sexualitv fssues

Most preadolescents have not yet begun to mature
sexually (Hamner & Turner, 1985). During pubescence,

however, (between 10 I/2 years to 12 I/2 for girls),the
adolescent growth spurt begins and the child,s body begins
to change into that of an adult (L1oyd, 1985). The onset of
menstruation typically marks the "beginning of womanhood,'

and the onset of adolescence. rt is often seen as having
great significance by girls and their parents. At the point
of menarche, "411 the sociar meanings of being a \^roman are
activated, such as ideas about sexiness, reproductive
capacity, 'availability' ...parents may feel ambivalent or
negative about their child growing up, and being
potentially sexually vulnerable" (Moore & Rosenthal, ],gg3l
p. s8).

rt is not uncommon for parents to feel uncomfortable
initiating and carrying on a discussion about sexuality
with their adolescent (Moore & Rosenthal, 1993).
Researchers agree that the initial attitudes towards
sexuality are instilled in the homer so that parental
models and teachings are extremely important (Moore &

Rosenthal, 1993).

Chanqinq Alliances
Loyalty to, and strong identification with, peer

groups are also significant during this period and may

cause conflicts between preadolescents and parents.
Parents, however, may also experience a conflict between
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loyarty to their children and their often excessive demands

and loyalty to their partner, their career, and their own

needs (Hamner & Turner, 19g5).

Protectiveness

Irlost parents are protective of their children when it
comes to imminent danger and unsafe situations. They, often
along with the school system, teach them assertiveness
skills and self-protective behaviors. rt would seem

reasonable that parents without a history of sexual abuse
or sexual assault would have very mild concerns that their
child might be sexually abused, or worse, fear that their
partner might. be a perpetrator.

fr"""t Srrrriror" a" p.r"rt" of pr"ado1"=."rt"
Research on mother-child relationships where the

mother is not an incest survivor shows that parents have a

difficult time discussing sexuality with their children, êt
times experience anger towards them and express warmth and
protectiveness while stressing independence and taking on

responsibility. A certain degree of each of these is
accepted as normal; however, clinicians have found that for
mothers with a history of incest, some of these behaviors
and feelings may be deficient or present themselves in
extreme forms. For example, while it is a painful task to
encourage a child to be ress dependent on her parents and

more independent and responsible, this is a normal_ and

expected duty of parents which encourages the c¡r-ild, s

identity formation. Mother-survivors, however, are o.ften
excessively hypervigillant, nurturant and protective.
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similarly, the process of identity formation may be impeded
if too much responsibility is being put on the child, such
as in the case where parentification occurs.

Summary

The preceding discussion of incest and child sexual
abuse addressed several specific issues: definitional
problems with the terms "child sexual abuse" and ,,incest,,,

and the ar^rareness and prevalence of child sexual abuse and
incest in the general and clinical populations. A review of
the short and long-term effects of childhood sexual abuse and
incest was also presented. The intergenerational transmission
of incest was discussed, followed by an explanation of how

this process may occur using attachment theory. Finally,
parenting issues of importance for survivor-mothers, and
parent-child issues during adolescence and the transition
into adol-escence \^rere discussed.

Arnidst the abundance of research on the lasting effects
of sexual abuse, there is insufficient empirical data
available on the experience of motherhood in incest
survivors, and how they may be a part of the cycle of abuse
with their own children. we do know, however, that one,s
family of origin has a strong influence on rater parenting.
rt is very likely that femare survivors, behavior towards
their children is influenced by theÍr early incest
experience. rt would be reasonable to expect that, parents
with a history of incest have also developed their own unique
way of viewing and dealing with the experience of motherhood.

when the later effects- of incest on parenting have been
examined, it has been mainly through survivors' accounùs in
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therapy and closed-ended questionnaires where the gender and

developmental stage of the chird were omitted. Numerous key
questions have not been addressed. For example, the basic
question of, "vühat is it like for an incest survivor to be a
mother?" has not been asked.

Parenting can be both a challenging and rewarding
experience. The literature illustrates that parenting may be

more difficult for incest survivors, especially since
healthyr parent positive rore models inrere absent during their
own childhood. rt has often been recommended that parenting
skills are vital for abuse survivors, and that they often
need to reparent themserves. what are some of the challenging
aspects of parenting for these women?

In sum, we know very little about the survivor,s adult
role as a mother, and her feelings about and interactions
with her daughter, especially during the sÈressful- transition
period of preadolescence.
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Problem Statement

The primary goal of this study was to describe the
complex experience of parenting a preadoLescent daughter for
the femare incest survivor with regard to three of the major
themes that emerged from the lit.erature review. They are: 1)

parentification of the preadorescent daughter, 2) sexuality
issues and 3) protectiveness and associated fears.

This study will specifically address the following
questions:

1) rs some form of role reversal occurring in the mother,s
relationship with her daughter?

2) What issues, if êDy, are being brought up for the mother
with regards to her daughter's emerging sexuality? What

particular models of sexuality is she bringing into the
relationship? Do these mothers discuss sexuality issues with
their daughters, and if so, in what manner?

3) How do these mothers protect their children? From what or
whom do they feel a need to protect their children? vühat are
their greatest fears concerning their chirdren,s protection,
and how do they deal with them?
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CHAPTER II
Method

Subiects

Selection Criteria
rn the present study, 16 adult incest survivor mothers

were interviewed, all of whom had a history of paternal
incest. This was where (a) the abuser existed as a mare

parental figure to the child (i.e.,the perpetrator was a
father or step-father) and (b) the abuse continued over a

period of time and was not an isolated incident.
since this study was primarily concerned with mothers'

relationships with preadolescent or early adolescent
daughters, the women recruited for this study ideally had at
least one daughter between B to 14 years of age. This
daughter was the target child around which the interview
questions were focused. Two of the mothers had daughters aged

17 and 18 years. These mothers \^/ere asked to recaIl their
parenting experience with this daughter during the desired
age range (B-14 years).

Incest is a traumatic experience, often with long
lasting effects on its victims. As we have seen, there is a

potential for survivors to experience negative effects of
incest when certain "triggers" occur. The process of talking
about her experience as a parent may indeed be one of these
triggers- Therefore to maximize the protecti-on of the
subjects in this study and to reduce potential risk for harm,

only mothers who had at some time in the past received
counselling (or were currently receiving it) around the
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incest experience r^/ere interviewed. vühile the criteria
included mothers who were not currently in counselling, the
researcher cautioned them upon initial screening that it
might not be in their best interest to participate in the
study vùithout currently being in therapy.

sixty-three percent of the mothers in the present study
were currently receiving counselling, and 3Bg had completed
counsellíng for their incest. How these mothers sought
counselling, what factors vrere important in their decision to
seek counselring, and at what point in time they entered
counselling were not addressed in this study. The amount of
time spent in therapy varied from six months to ten years;
the mean time spent in therapy \,ùas 3 years ( see Table 1) .

ïnterested subjects not Fulfirlinq selection criteria
some mothers interested in being a part of the study did

not fit the selection criteria (i.e., mothers had a daughter
just outside the age range specified; mothers r¡/ere abused by
a family member other than father or step-father). This
situation rÁras dealt with in the following vrays. First, the
screening criteria were emphasized to counserors helping with
recruítment and on recruitment posters. Second, the
researcher explored the mother's motivation for being a part
of the study and referred her accordíngly to appropriate
resources. Third, the researcher exercised discretion as we1l
as flexibility in selecting the participants for this study.

some exceptions to the above selection criteria was made

in the current sample of women. Three of the mothers had an

older brother as their abuser. At the time of their abuse the
brothers h¡ere 6 to 13 years older than their victim which
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maintains the criterion of a difference in power. Two of the
women also viewed their perpetrator at that time as a father
figure.
Demoqraphic Characteristics

Mothers' mean age was 37 years; most were divorced (see
Table 1). The majority of the sample hrere caucasian; the
sample varied widely in income leve1.

The mothers' sexual offenders vrere predominantly their
fathers (818), but also incl-uded brothers, uncles, aunts,
grandfathers, male family friends and strangers. seven (442)
of the mothers reported sexuar abuse by multiple abusers.

Mothers lvere not asked directly about other types of
abuse, alcohol use in their family of origin, current or past
domestic viorence or if their daughter was sexually abused;
however, many mothers volunteered this information. physical
abuse of some kind occurred in 568 of mothers' families of
origin, as did emotional- abuse. six of the mothers also
reported alcohol abuse in their family of origin.

vthile mothers were not asked directly about having a

history of depression or physical or emotional absence from
their children, thirteen mothers described earlier periods
during which they were emotionally, and/or physically absent
from their children, especially when their chirdren hrere
young- These periods included irlness, depression, heawy

drinking, "nervous breakdo\dns", or when they ,,just couldn,t
function".

.A'11 of the mothers recalled being abused more than once.
IVhile most of the mothers recalled their abuse lasting for
many years and were able to pinpoint when it started and when
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it finished, not surprisingly, other mothers had little
recollection of the duration of their abuse and their
corresponding age. The sexual abuse reported ranged from the
pre-verbal years to the late teenage years.

A striking finding was that in 508 of mothers in this
sample revealed that the target daughter had been sexually
abused. rn six of these cases at least one of the siblings
rvas sexually abused as weI1. offenders included biological
and step-fathers, grandfathers, babysitters, peers, siblings,
foster care placements, cousins and uncles. Nine mothers
(568) reported an involvement with child and Family services.

Because the present sample is small, select, and

clinical in nature, random sampling was not appropriate and a
nonprobability sampling technique to obtain volunteers was

therefore used.

Procedure

Fifteen health care and counsellíng agencies agreed to
assist in obtaining subjects for this study. Agencies vùere

contacted through a letter which explained the purpose of the
study, the interview procedure and the request for volunteers
by specified criteria (see Appendix D). The researcher was

open to whatever means of connecting with participants that
v¡as in the best interests of the participating agencies as

well as the participants. The fol_lowing options were

suggested to agencies:

1) upon agency approval the researcher would post posters
within the agency's bulletin boards, outlining the study,s
purpose and requesting inÈerested mothers to call the
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researcher for more information about the study.ft was

mentioned on the poster that if funding became available,
participants would receive an honorarium.

2) Counsellors at each agency would receive a letter
outlining the study with the selection criteria and a number

of information packages for potential participants. Each

package would contain a letter informing mothers about the
sLudy and a return postcard. counsellors would be asked to
give their clients an information package if they felt they
would be appropriate for the study, reminding the client that
participation in the study was in no way a necessary

requirement for them to receive counseling at the agency.

This would end the counsellors, involvement in the study.
Clients who chose to participate in the study had the

option of contacting the researcher by phone (a phone number

rvas on information letter) or sending in a pre-addressed

stamped card (also included in the information package)

requesting the researcher to contact the mother by phone with
more information about the study. In either case, upon

initial contact the researcher described the study in fuller
detail to the mother and asked pre-determined questions (see

Appendix E) to ensure she met the study's inclusion criteria.
Once arrangements were made to meet with the mothers,

audiotaped interviews \^¡ere conducted at a private location of
the mother's choice, which included their home ¡ or an office
at the participating agency. The length of each interview
varied from one to two hours. participants received travel
costs as well as $25 for their participation in the study.

Before data collect,ion took place the int,erview schedul-e
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and questionnaire were piloted on a counsellor. This was

imperative to check the length of the interview, the wording
used, the potential reactions' of mothers, and whether
rapport with mothers would be set up adequately at the
beginning of the interview.
Data Collection

Ðata collection involved having the mothers complete a

parenting guestionnaire and audiotaping each personal
interview. Throughout the interview each woman was encouraged
to Èalk about her experience as a parent and what was

importanÈ to her.
At the beginning of each interview, the mother was

reassured that the content of the meeting was confidential.
The investigator cautioned the mother, however, regarding the
circumstances under which confidentiality woul_d be breeched.
These included: (a) where there was a child werfare concern
(i-e-,if it was revealed that a child may be in immediate
danger of being abused), and (b) if the interviewer became

concerned about the mother,s safety to herself or to others.
Mothers \^rere also reminded that there vras no ,,right" or

"Ìnrrong" ans\¡¡er to the interview questions and that it was up
to them how little or how much they wanted to reveal. They
were told that they may be asked to elaborate on or to
clarify their statements at various points throughout the
interview. Finally, mothers r¡rere told that t,hey may terminate
the interview or their participation in the study at any
time- All of the participants were promised a copy of the
transcript of their audiotape upon completion of the study.
Many of the mothers also requested a summary of the resul_ts
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of the study.

The first part of the interview included semi-structured
questions and open-ended communication using the modified
version of George and solomon,s (1993) caregiving rnterview.
The responses to the open-ended questions provided a context
in which to ask further questions and utilize verbal_ and non-
verbal probes. More focused questions coupled with the
researcher's request for examples ( referred to as ,,nini-tour,,
questions by spradley, !g7g cited in Gilchrist I lgg2)
describes as questions ) \^rere also asked throughout the
inÈerview within the context of a casual conversation with
the mother. After the caregiving rnterview, mothers completed
the AAPI standardized questionnaire about her parenting which
focused on her reLationship with her daughter.
Interviewer-Inf ormant Roles

The main role of the interviewer was to learn from the
informant, by trying to see the mother's experience of
parenting as she experienced it. This ,,pupil,, role is
elucidated well by spradley, rgTg (in Gilchrist, Lgg2) where
the researcher asks of the informant:

r want to understand the world from your point of view,
r want to know what you know in the \Âray you know it. r
want to understand the meaning of your experience, to
walk in your shoes, to feel things as you feel them, to
explain things as you explain them. lriIl you become my

teacher and help me understand? (p. 34)

The interviewer asked the mother questions while remaining as
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objective as possible and without directing the conversation
in order not to infruence her responses. The aim was not
necessarily t,o get the ans\¡rers to the questions the
researcher asked, but to uncover patterns and ideas the
mother considered important enough to bring up; hence, for
the researcher to listen (Girchrist, J,gg2l. Therefore, the
interviewer did not offer parenting advice, or give
judgmental feedback in any v¡ay to the mother.

Grazer (1982) stresses the importance of reciprocity
between informants and interviewers. There is littte
reciprocity during the interview; however, it becomes evident
in the final manuscript which ,,...cast(s) favorable light on

the challenges and struggles of the informants,, (p. 50).
Ethical Considerations

ïssues of Consent

Prior to the interview alr potential participants in
this study hrere informed that they would need to sign an

informed consent form prior to the interview taking place.
The researcher went over the consent form with the mother at
the beginning of the interview (see Appendix F) to ensure
that she understood the terms of the consent form.
Safequardinq Mothers. Confidentialitv

All the mothers were assured that their confidentiarity
would be protected. The íntervie\^/s vsere taped; however, after
written transcriptions vrere made the tapes were destroyed.
All correspondence between the mother and the researcher
(phone numbers, addresses, notesr euestionnaires,
transcripts) were kept in a locked file until needed, with no
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identifying information attached. Each mother was identified
by a code number on her respective forms and pseudo-names

were exchanged for real names upon transcribing the tapes.
The proposed research project was submitted to the

Faculty of Human Ecology Ethics Review committee. Ethical
approval was obtained prior to data collection (see Appendix
H).

Vulnerability of subjects in research increases with the
exposure of sensitive personal material (G1azer, rgg2). upon
initial contact with the mother and at the beginning of the
interview, the mother v/as informed and reminded that the
researcher was sensitive to her history of incest. she was

also told that the study was about her unique experience as a

mother and it would not be the details of her incest per se

that would be discussed in the interview.
rf in the interview it became apparent to the researcher

that details of the incest vrere being discussed, the
researcher gently remínded the mother of this point and

attempted to refocus her. This occurred in four of the
interviews. rf in fact the mother continued to discuss her
incest experience with visibre anxiety the researcher
informed her that they may need to stop the interview. This
did not occur in the mothers, interviews.

Throughout the interview the researcher asked about t,he

mother's emotional state and whether she was feeling
comfortable about disclosing. Again, she was reminded that
she could stop the interview if she desired. The following
safeguards were put in pJ-ace during and after the interview
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in cases where the content of the interview became

distressing for the participant:
(a) Participants would be provided with the phone number to
Klinic's 24-hour Crisis Line for immediate crisis counselling
(b) Participants wourd be provided with names and phone

numbers of support groups for sexual abuse survivors in
Vüinnipeg.

Transcription of Interviews
All mothers' intervie\ds were transcribed by a paid

transcriber. Due to the sensitivity of the material, the
researcher briefed the transcriber before and during
transcriptions. Reriability of transcription was checked on
108 of the interviews and no substantive differences in
content or length of transcripts were found. The researcher
then analyzed the interviews with the assistance of a

microcomputer gualitative data analysis progran, Hypereual
(Padi11a, 1990 ) .

Instruments
Careqivinq Interview

A modified version of George and soromon's (1993)
Experiences of caregiving rnterview was utilized (see
Appendix B). This interview schedule was devised to obtain
self-reported profiles of mothers' type of caregiving. unique
patterns of caregiving representations were found by these
researchers, which corresponded to patterns of their child,s
attachment (George & solomon, 1gg3). Additional questions
pertinent to themes important for the present research vüere

added. original questions from George and solomon,s
Experiences of caregiving rnterview are underLined in
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Appendix B.

After mothers responded to these open-ended questions,
their transcribed responses v/ere categorized into one of four
scales concerning dimensions of the mother's subjective
experience of her child and her thoughts about the
relationship. The scales are: secure, rejection, uncertainty,
and helplessness, and will be briefly discussed.

Secure-Careqivinq Scale. The secure base scale
emphasizes the mother's relationship with the child as

flexible and balanced. Mothers with high ratings on this
scale describe themselves and their child as autonomous

individuals with their own needs and goaIs. These mothers
feel they know what their childs needs are and are successful-
in providing protection for their chird. Mothers with this
view of their caregiving with their chird see their chird as

wanting and deserving care and protection, and see their
child as able to clearly te11 them what they need.

Avoidance-caregivinq scale. This scale describes
mothers, caregiving as protecting one,s child from a
distance. Mothers' descriptions discounted, dismissed,
distanced or neutralized the affective relationship between
themselves and their child. They evaluated themselves
negatively as a caregiver (e.g., they wourd state that they
were not good mothers). Their descriptions of their chird
were that they hreren, t deserving of attention, \Â¡ere

difficult, manipulativer or uncooperative. Finally, mothers
with this caregiving strategy gave negative evaluations of
their child and frequently used generic terms in describing
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the relationship (e.g., ,,the mom,,, ,,the kid.).
. This scale describes the

caregiving strategy of keeping the child crose. These mothers
were unsure, questioned, expressed doubt or confusion and
vacillated in opinion. These mothers described their child in
positive terms while expressing their desire to keep the
child young, innocent and j_mmature.

Helpl-essness-caresivinq scale. This final scale was

related to organization and control. Mothers described
themselves as out of control, consistently lacking effective
and appropriate resources to handle the child. These mothers
often got lost during the interview and described their
caregiving in a disorganized \,ray. They described their child
in "extremes": either unresponsive and beyond control or
help, or overly controlled and precocious.

George and solomon's (1993) Experiences of caregiving
rntervie\^/ vras used in this study as one method of
understanding the type of relationship mothers with a history
of incest have with their daughters. The scale rnras modified
to reflect the older age of the child and to reflect
questions about the relevant themes expl0red in this study.
Two coders independently judged 1o0t of the sample and the
Kappa coef ficient for agreement \nras .78.

The second serf-report measure used was Bavolek's (1978)
Adurt-Adolescent parenting rnventory (AApr). The AApr is an
inventory designed to examine the parenting attitudes of
adults and adolescents. This measure is a 32-item scale which
provides an index of risk for parentar abuse and neglect. The
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four parenting scales assess: appropriateness of
expectations, empathic awareness of children's needs, berief
in the use of corporal punishment, and tendency to reverse
family roles.

rnternal reliability-consistency was equal to or greater
than .70 for each of the subscales. Test-retest reliability
of the total instrument was .76. rtems used in the inventory
were initially identified by experts in child abuse; selected
items met an 808 or more agreement among experts which
suggests an adequate level of content validity (Bavolek,
1978). Mothers respond to questionnaire items on a S-point
Likert-type scale with responses ranging from strongly agree
to strongly disagree.

After the open-ended interview, mothers completed the
AAPI questionnaire about their parenting. After the fourth
interview it was apparent that the mothers had strong
negative reactions to the AApr instrument. Because the
mothers felt that the guestions hrere very negative, the
researcher added nine ne\,v questions to the questionnaire.
These guestions !ùere similar to the original questions, but
worded more positively and spaced throughout the
questionnaire (e.g., "young chirdren shourd be responsible
for much of the happiness of their parent', was changed to
"young children should not be responsible for much of the
happiness of their parent") (see Appendix c for revised
version) - The new questions served to balance the
quest.ionnaire and were not involved in the analysis of the
responses.

Each of the items on the questionnaire \^/ere recorded on
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the AAPI profile worksheet.Raw scores hrere calculated on each
parenting subscale and converted into st.andard scores (sten
scores). Each mother's standard scores were then plotted on
Parenting Profiles for Non-Abusive Fema1e Àdults and Abusive
Female Adults. These profile scores allow one to see the
determination of risk for abusive behaviors. The higher the
sten score, the less abusive or more nurturing are the
respondents' attitudes. Mothers, scores on each subscal_e

reflect their individuar strengths and weaknesses in
parenting. Mother,s sten scores \^rere plotted and can be seen
in Tables 2-5.

According to Bavol-ek (L978), sten scores of L and 2 are
extremely 1ow and indicate a significant deficiency in
appropriate parenting behavior. Individuals with standardized
scores of 1 and 2 should be considered high risk for abusive
parent-child interactions. scores of 3 and 4 are low scores
and also reflect deficiencies in appropriate parenting
behavior, but do indicate some individual strengths. scores
of 5 and 6 are average scores and refrect the ,,norm,, for that
population. scores of 7 and g refl_ecL attitudes in parenting
and child-rearing that exceed what would be expected from the
"average" parent. Lastly, standardized scores of 9 and 10 are
extremely positive scores and indicate very appropriate and
nurturing parenting behaviors.
Credibility of Coding Cateqories

All interview Lranscripts rnrere read by the investigator.
Four hundred "tags" of words, phrases, or sentences that
reflected themes of protection, sexuality, parentification
and other emergent themes \¡i¡ere created. Through the use of
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the HyperQual computer program (padiIla, lggo) the 4oo tags
r.À/ere sorted into these categories. To ensure that the ,,tags"

given to the mothers phrases accurately reflected the meaning
of the mothers' words, ten percent of the tags corresponding
to the three main themes were categorized by a second coder.
The Kappa coefficient was .89.

A secondary check on credibility was completed for both
elicited and emergent themes. The creation of each category
and relevance of tags within each were reviewed by a

therapist and a sexuar abuse counsellor. ,,Experts" in the
field further confirmed coherence within categories and

distinctions between them.
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CHAPTER TTT

Resul-ts

Data Analvsis
A Combined Approach

This descriptive study of incest survivors' experience
as mothers lent itself to a narrative research approach.
Narrative analysis involves examining the themes and issues
raised as being important to the subject of interest,
exploring these themes in more depth and possibly identifying
new themes. The strength of this type of methodology is that
it provides a wealth of information and arlows participants
to "structure the world as they see it rather than as the
analyst sees it' (Rank, rg92l. A more structured parenting
questionnaire was also used to complement the interview. A

recent study by Deyoung (1,994) used a combination of
narrative life history interviews as werl as more structured
measures to examine mothers in paternally incestuous
f amilies. The combination of these t\,üo approaches greatly
added to the descriptive richness of this study. According to
Rank (1992) | integrating these two research approaches allows
for greater insight into the various vrays of viewing and
interpreting the phenomenon under study. "Family researchers
should be interested in understanding such multiple
dimensions of reality" (p. 296, Rank , lg92).
content Analvsis. Analysing the transcripts lyas a lengthy
process. Each interview transcript was analysed separately,
highlighting and coding pas-sages (i.e., mothers, phrases and
guotations) by attaching a label or "Lag,, to each. This
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initial analysis yielded 400 tagged passages. An initiar Lo7

tags urere identified and later collapsed into 40. The

passages, with their tags were grouped into general theme
groups then further refined and condensed into sub-theme
groups. some passages \¡¡ere clearly relevant to several themes
and thus had multiple tags attached to them.

The transcripts \^rere analysed over a period of four
weeks. rt was importanL in the validity and consistency of
t.he study to continuously check and review the tags attached
to previous passages. vühen it was clear that a passage did
not f it. any of the existing tags, a ner^r tag \^¡as created and
oId passages vrere reviewed to see if the new tag was

relevant. At the end of the analysis r had listened to each
audiotape at least once, read each transcript at least three
times, and reviewed fieldnotes r had taken during the
interview. Patterns previously identified in the riterature
review (i.e., around the themes of protectiveness, sexuality
and role reversar) were noted, as werl as those that r,,rere

suggesÈed by the transcripts themselves.
Rel iabil it v/Dependabi 1 irv

Efforts hrere taken to ensure reliability of the results
of this study in colrecting, analysing and interpreting the
data. Field or research notes were taken prior to each
mother's interview (during the initial_ screening), during the
interview, and after the intervie\^/ was completed. These notes
consisted of additional information on the mother and her
situation, comments she made after the interview was

completed, and subjective comments and observations served to
enhance the audiotaped data and existed as the beginning of
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the analysis.

The accuracy of the mother's intervie\^r transcripts was

enhanced through the researcher simultaneously ristening to
each audiotape and visualry checking the corresponding typed
transcript for errors, omissions and ,,garbIed', areas which
the transcriber could not understand.
Credibility
credibility of this study was enhanced in two \A¡ays. First,
the mothers themselves lent credibility to this studys'
f indings since their experience \^¡as valid for themselves. The

interviev'¡s t/'/ere all audiotaped. I made periodic verbal checks
during the interview to ensure that my assumptions and

understandings rnrere the same as the mother,s. A second way

credibility was established in this study was through
external validity checks with experts in the area. These

included a clinical psychologist who works with incest
survivors and a counsellor who works with groups of battered
vüomer¡, most of whom are also survivors of sexual abuse.

Open Ended fnterviews
Parenting- A Survivor's perspective

At the beginning of each interview, mothers were asked

"Hohr would you describe yourself as a parent?,, or,, Vùhat is
it like for you to be a parent?". These open-ended questions
elicited a variety of interesting responses (see Appendix G)

and often foreshadowed the main tone and themes of the
interview. Four main themes emerged from these responses
which highlighted these \^/omen, s experiences as survívor-
parents: 1) a determination to parent differentty and better
than their own parents did, 2) a strong desire for resources
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and information about parenting, 3) a belief that parenting
is challenging and difficult, and 4) a berief that parenting
is a learned process.

Perhaps the most pervasive theme relating to this
question was the reference to ,,not wanting to parent the way
ï was parented". clearly, the majority of mothers recognized
that they lacked positive role models as parents and were
cautious about continuing this pattern. Mothers' fears and
worries often centered around not \,yanting to ,become their
parents' which resulted in negative feelings about becoming a

parent' and deliberate and conscious efforts to parent
differently. This was il-lustrated by comments such as:

ï never wanted to be a parent. r was arways afraid to bea parent because of how r grew up and kneív that r didn,tl-earn any skiIls at home...

r knew in my heart that r had been parented in a \¡¡rong
way and I didn,t want to pass that äown to mychildren...so r used t,o dò exactly the oppo"it" of whatmy father would do.

sometimes anger, rather than fear, motivated a mother to
provide a different upbringing for her children,

T decided yog guys are assholes and I'm not going to belike you so I went too far the other \,vay, ¡láughj. They$rere too nuts, and r was too lenient, tnere waõ nomiddl-e ground, just from one extreme to the other.

one mother in particular had no memories of her upbringing,
including how she was parented. Even with the absence of
memories of her abuse and her upbringing, she did, however,
rely on her instincts that something was not quite right. rt
began with her delayed childbearing,
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There vrere a lot of red flags¡ so that's why r didn,twant to have kids until- r was in my t.hirtieã, r wantedto eheck out alI these red flags añd make sureeverything \^/as okay. . . r had this foreboding feeling thatr knew there was something \Árrongr so r staited takíngcourses when f was pregnant.

one way of finding out how to do something that you,ve
never been taught is to research the topic and access as much

information as possible. This was a striking finding in this
study for many of the mothers, and it often proved to be

successful. As one mother put it,

I became a voracious studier...I read everyt,hing, fstudy everything...when my kids were youngãr r just readand read and read everything on parenlingltwo húgs forsurvival-everything about loving- discipríne, becáuse rwas aware that r wanted to be a parent that talkedthings through with my kids and never became a violentparent like my father. And r feel l-ike ilve been very,very successful.

and another "researcher,, claimed,

r read a lot of books on.parenting actually it can getvery confusing after awhile, arl Èhese difierent stfresbut r needed...like r thought that r courd naturalri, u"a gogd parent that I knew, but I didn't, there wasnothing to go back on to really look at there wasnothing that r wanted to pick Ëack from the past and useso r needed to read a lot and r did and r Ieärned a l_otand r decided from the reading which t.hings T couldreally use in my life and what I couldn't.

rn trying to be different from their or,ün parents and

hrithout knowing how they should be, the majority of mothers
found that at least initially, it was a lot of hard work. one

mother expended tremendous energy in many areas of her
parenting,

I'm going to read this, f 'm going to study this, I,mgoing to be the kind of mother that my molher vrasn't andactually r became supermom, you know ás a chird of thesixties r was doing Lhe alphã sprouts in the windo\^/s,
and washing out the cloth diapeis and blending the baby
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food in the blender from the organic vegetables in thegarden and making my yogurt and it was unbelievable,
and sewing their clothes, that was with myfirst...Because f was going to be the pertect
mother...see, I vùas always going to be the perfect
everything. . . That changed tot.alIy with 1 sec-ond
daughter).

Parenting carries with it, the whore gamut of emotions, and is
often seen as a balancing act, or a ,,rollercoaster',,

Kids can bring you to either end of your feelings sofast, sometimes you can be so angry át what thef'redoing but at -times you can be juõt- so overjoyed at beingwith them and what they're doiñg, that's whaL r feelIike, like it's sometimes a rolÍer coaster and |m kindof Iíke the conductor making sure it doesn't go off thetrack.

with one exception, a1l- of the mothers found that becoming a

parent was very much a conscious "learned process". one
mother, however, who described her upbringing as beíng a
"little adult" taking care of her five sibrings from age nine
to sixteen initially found the experience to be instinctual
and "...just kind of the natural_ thing to do.', As we1l,
although mothers reported that their parenting experience
tended to become easier and more enjoyable over time, one
mother's ambivalence about being a parent was clear,

r think the lever of commitment that it's such a long19rg responsibirity and there's no getting out of itlthere's no- avoiding it, yog can't just oeõi¿e one daywell I've had enough of this. We1l, you could but fthink it would be pretty hard to come-to that decision.so r think that has been pretty challenging. . . r havefeJt ...yeah, if it had been eãsy to do-thãt...I don,tthink r would've ever done that but certainry r havethought of that...have thought ,,I wish I hadñ,t hadchildren, v¡hy did I have children?,,

Most of these mothers felt that parenting became easier
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as their children got older. However, while becoming more at
ease with having information to access and accumulating
experiences, an area which stirl caused these mothers a. sense
of unease, were fears and worries about how they would, and
whether they courd protect their children. clearly stemming
from their incest histories, a main concern for these mothers
rnras about protecting their children from what happened to
them.

Part I: Elicited Themes

Protection
The issue of protection \¡ùas an area of interest in this

study and mothers r^/ere asked: ,,!']ouId you consider yourself a

protective parent?". Every mother described herself as a
protective, and often "overly" protectiver parent. Vühile some

mothers expressed concern thaL their overprotection might
have negative effects on their daughter, others saw feeling
protective as a strength in their parenting skilIs and did
not desire to become less protective,

one of my.friends was giving me heck about it, sayingyou're being too protective, too cautious, anå r -saiã
you know, that's just the way that I am.

r guess maybe r am overprotective sometimes but |drather be.that way than have something happen and haveto live with that

Protection strategies. All of the mothers felt that
their daughter was generally safe t.he majority of
time. (Mothers subjectivery defined ,,safety" for themserves. )

rt quickly became evident that a primary concern of these
mothers was that their child-ren r¡rere safe. vühat also emerged
from the interviews was that these mothers protected their
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children in a variety of ways by adopting ,,protection
strategies" or "safety plans',. These protection strategies
allowed them to feel more comfortable about their child.s
safety and are aptly named due to the conscious decision
making and planning that \,vent into the mothers , behaviors.
Protection strategies and safety plans included: 1) education
and information sharing, 2) monitoring their children,s
contact with certain people and in certain situations and 3)
checking behaviors.

The most frequently mentioned protection strategy was
education and information sharing. unquestionably, Lhese
mothers felt that the more information they courd pass on to
their child about assertiveness and respect for one,s body,
the less chance for them to be abused and the more prepared
they woul-d be to protect themselves. one mother offered to
let her daughter take a vten Do self-defense course, while
another would leave ne\^/spaper clippings around the house
pertaining to children being abused, abducted etc. rmplicit
in this education and information sharing strategy vüere

efforts at promoting good communication with their daughter,

.--because if t.hey get abused, r do not \,vant them tolive with it, r want them to know that they can come tome and r am going to believe them and that r will dowhatever it takes to protect them.

A second protection strategy mothers used to safeguard
their children was monitoring their chirdren,s contact with
certain individuals and situations and developing ,,safety
pIans". some mothers frequently mentioned how their children
r^¡ere not allowed any access to their own abusers or with
individuals they felt may be ,,potentia1,, abusers. rn some

cases mothers did not allow contact with family members who
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Because my mother vras
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mother's own abuse,

in such denial that they wouldn,t
See them.

vühile mothers saw this strategy as protecting their children
from potential abuse, limiting their chirdren's contact with
family members sometimes ericited feelings of guilt and
regret,

it's hard to take because there,s been a lot oflosses because r don't know what the effects are interms of the kids...1oss of grandparents, cousins, auntsand uncles...on the one hand it's ... you sort of stepback and say was it worth it but on the other hand if
!h"y're not willing to name it and deal witn it maybeit's better because it coul_d be repeated.

Two particurar situations elicited the most fear and
cautionary behavior with regards to their daughter's safety.
First, situations which involved adults drinking alcohol made

many of the mothers extremely cautious about the safety of
their chil-dren. one mother knew and expected there would be
drinking behavior at a party she was throwing, so she

developed a safety plan which invorved naking arrangements
for her children to stay at her mother's house for the night.
Many of the mothers mentioned t.hat alcohol played a role in
their own abuse as children.

A second situation which appeared to require a
protection strategy rÂras alrowing daughters to sleep over at a

friend's house. The following mother,s statement underscores
her sense of apprehension, her monitoring behavior, the
safety plan she put in prace, and the painful process
involved in dealing with this issue,
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r didn't even know this girl's last name. r didn,t knowwhere she lived, r knew nothing about her famiry, butimmediately r vras nervous becarlse r thought, hoiv'do youknow what's what in her family? so ldaufhter¡ washounding me: "come on can r goã please, ereasó ret mekno\¡¡!" ãnd r saj-d, "let me tñink about it, and i,r-r letyou know". And the day wore on and she was hounding memore and more, and r kept putting it off, and r didn'twant to tark about it...r was rearly nervous about it.rn the end she told me where tne giir lived, she tol_d methat the girl onry lived with her mother and her twobrothers, because the dad was gone so r fert a littlebetter there \^ras no dad there. But then r needed to knowhow ord the brothers u/grg and they were (son's) age andyounger, so r had it kind of narrowed it down úo tneonry possible worry might be the older brother and rasked her if she knew hin from school, and yês, she knewhim, 
".,q,T asked (son) if he knew him trom-"ãú"ãr, andyes he did. And everything seem ok. r wanted to tal_k tothe mother but she was at work, and finally r let hergo- r guess r was a littre paranoid still ãnd three orfour times r told her it waè okay but we reaIly don'tknow their family so:.. "you go ãnd have " gooä time,but if there's.anything that makes you feel

uncomforfable. in any \^¡ay-even, if yõu just get homesick,even if it,s three o-cloõk in the mðrniñg, yó, .ãir *"and I'11 _come and get you", and so she ãaiä "okay,,. AndI cringed and let her go.

For some mothers, conrmon adolescent behaviors also evoked
responses ranging from cautionary

r watch my daughter....r just talk to my daughter moreand say ,,everything's okay?,, Just makiñg suie shedoesn't give r? any inoicátion rhar rheré's u'yiñi'g\,vrong. rt's like if she is over at someone's ñouse r'l_Isay "so, what.v/ere you doing?" ,,Oh, just listening tomusic or playing", and if ii sounds-líke I,minterrogating her, ,'yeah, in a way I am,' . I don,t wantto think that she's at somebody's house when somebody'shurting her, ever, and. r don't care if it,s p"ofi" Iknow, I'm just cautious.

to fearful:

I don't let her do some
do. . .f 'm just, horrified

things kids her own age
of t,he things some

of the
at some
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mothers Iet their kids do stuff at her age that r couldnever do-..f won't let her go to the mall, r hron't lether hang around with friends...r won't ret her out afterdark even !o go across the street to a neighbour tovisit a friend. r.guess |m terrified of hãr being
abused in those situations.

Fina1ly, the third, and rather unique protection
strategy that emerged from the data was mothers using
"checking behaviors". These behaviors tended to be used by
the mothers inside their homes, and as suggested by the
examples below, tended to be ress conscious and more

automatic than the other strategies. The following example of
checking behavior came from a mother who was abused by her
older brother

one thing r notice...is if her older brother who is 17
and would go into her bedroom, let's say he's just
getting a comic or getting something ouL of hei roomthat he knows he can have but r see-hirn go in there,immediately r say "c?" , and she says "rím in this room
mom" and r say "okay". But if r think she's in the room
and he's gone in there, then r jump on him and say "r¡rhatare you doing?", "I,m just geLiing this", "okay". ije
nray noi kl-or why ï'm asking, but in my head r,ir saying,
"i'ni watchir:g you youilger iirotiie¡,*'...

Another mother who was abused by her father said,
r remember r was sitting in Lhe kitchen with my mother
and if my kids went into the l-iving room where my father
was r imñediatery had to run into Érre ri.,rirg rooñl and bethere. r could never reave them in a room wltn nim

For these mothers, checking and monitoring their children,s
behaviors enabled them to feel more effective as parents and
reduce the likelihood that their children might also be
sexually abused. v'Ihen tarking about their daughters' safety
and need for protection, mothers \Árere inclined to talk about
unsafe situations and ,,bad people,' existing ,,out there".
There \^rere also frequent references to the fact that while
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they couldn't control what happened outside of their home,
most felt that they had control- over their chirdren,s safety
inside their home. one mother even laberled her home her
"sanctuary" - Nevertheless, there was ambivalence and
uncertainty about trusting their marital partners completely.

.At
the time of the interview, seven of the sixteen mothers \,üere

married or living with a partner. whire all of these \¡/omen

said they t.rusted their partners implicitly, five also
expressed ambivarence, worries and concerns about trusting
their partner:

ï used to pani-c when my husband would put the kids tobed and |d be downstairs, and he'd be up putting themto bed and if it was quiet |d be up there...ir ñehugged them too long |d be monitoring them...r wourdintervene, oh, righÈ a\^ray, r'd be theie like a shot.
r don't spend any time worrying about anything happeningfrom my o!ün famiry...r know my husband wõul_o ñevei ooanything and r trust A (son), but having said thalthere's one littre piece of radar that's there arl the
.time anlnøay. . . r feel sort of sick to even say thatbut...

and one mother recognized that she spent a good

time and energy protecting her children from an

part of her

ex-partner:

ï guess the fact that |ve never ret (husband) put themto bed that r take that arl on that r never letl nimalone with them...it's always something...a1l my actionsaround (my daughters) are wrapped up ln that. Nowonder why r'm stressed out alt-the Lime, r neverreally.thought about all that energy... from thebeginning of the day to the end.

one woman's partner knew how she fert and supported her need
to "check" on him:
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r guess ilve just learned r do trust my instincts and rjust want to be 1OOE sure in aIl Aireclions...My
husband's very aware of how |m feeling too. Hä reallyreally respects the boundaries too, let's say he,s
changing into his pyjamas in the evening, thå boys couldwalk in and yêsr he wourd turn and thatís okay, Ëut if
my daughter was going to walk in he would yeli at her tolet know that the door was closed or whateüer "the nexttime you knock and you respect my boundary, r certainlyrespect yours"...

one of the mothers said that she had no concerns around her
current partner with her children. After probing further she
revealed the reason for this:

r researched him fairly thoroughly before r got involvedwith him ...I had two kids to Oring inro thiãrelationship...r found out guite a lot about him...thereare r¡Iays - ï was very attracted to him but r wasn'tgoing to blindly go into a reIationship....

The majority of these mothers \^/ere very cautious concerning
their daughters' involvement wit,h adults. Those who were
divorced or separated Ìvere also very careful about who had
access to their children. one \^/oman mentioned how only after
almost a year of dating did she introduce her partner to her
children; similarly, another mother never left her children
alone with her new husband for the first year.

ïn summary, the forlowing piece of advice given by one
mother to other survivor mothers profoundly underlines her
sense of safety and trust:

Be ever vigilant, always, even if you don't want to evenconsider it you have to be vigilanl even at home in somekind of way-.-you can't assume that you can trustanyone...I hate to have to even think that! ...my
husband wourd die if he thought that r had even Lheremotest thought in that direction but... r guess r had
my trust sort of shaken and that woul_d be the thing rwould say rt's nice to be trusting...but, but... and
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f'11 leave that but in there.

child's aqe and maternal protectiveness. Most mothers
agreed that children are at great,est risk for harm when they
are youngêT, smaller and are less able to protect themserves
from sexual abuse. Many mothers made repeated reference to
their child's physical size and suggested that their smal-I
stature left them more vurnerable to harm. some mothers
judged their daughter,s "age of vulnerability,, to be around
the same age as when they themserves had been abused. some
mothers, however, felt that when their children r¡¡ere quite
young they hrere at very little t or no risk, because they \¡¡ere
always close by where mothers could ,,keep an eye on them,,.

contrasting this hrere mothers who felt that while their
pre-teenage daughters .nrere older and physically larger, the
fact that they v/ere less able to closely monitor them (i.e.,
being av¡ay from the home and with friends more often)
resulted in anxiety for many of the mothers who saw this as a
risky developmental age for sexual abuse or mol_estation.
Parentification

Parentification was a second main theme described in
the literature as important for incest survivors (Draucker,
1992a¡ courtois, 19Bg; Gelinas, 19g3; Thorman 19g3). Examples
of different types of parent,ification r¡¡ere evident in the
interviews. Daughters vrere described as taking on adult
responsibilities and worries, especiatly when mothers r^rere

sick or unable to do so. some mothers crearly recognized how
their rores with their daughters had reversed at some point
in t,heir relationship:

Now r think we have a very good relationship like she'svery protective of me...sheis sort of reverèed ro]es
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where she doesn't want to leave me by myself where sheshourd be going out and having fun with'her friendsshe's guite content to go to a showwith me or sit at
home with me and even thóugh r keep telling her youshould be out with your friends, d-oing thiñgs. . .'
...in the end I ended up...having in layman terms, anervous breakdown where r recoveied my iull memori"s ofmy'incest u/ith my father...And the end of anotherabusive relationship and the whole bit and by then c wasparenting me...because r was so involved witñ theseabusive relationships and stuff ...getting so that r wasfunctioning less and less and l_ess rieII, ío, know notabre to make decisions...at the end there-before r wentinto hospital r couldn't even make dinner sort of thing.c was managing at home and caring for us. ...r had noboundaries at that point. v'Ihat boundaries r had Iwasn't enforcing. she was seeing that the meals T¡/ereprepared, she was caring for her lit.t,le brother.

For other mothers, indications of parentification v¡ere more
subtl-e, and these mothers tended to see their daughter,s
"early maturity', as helpful to them and very positive:

-..she is.a very very compassionate child...if somethingis wrong in our famiry c is reaIly in tune wiin it andhas a l-ot of empathy, very compasãionate, if she knowsI,m having an off day shels rignt there and she'rrsupport mg a1d T just think that's wonderful... r'd go
home |d be drained, and walk in the door and all thekids wourd be_ wanting to telI me t,his or they'rãfighting or whatever...thg boys would sritt Ëe fightingwhere c would say "mom, why dón't you just lie down andrest for harf an hour and r 'l_1 terl you about. it later',.For a 10 yr or-d that's pretty knowleãgeable, she's got alot of intuition.

rt is important to mention that the above scenario certainly
can be viewed positively, where the daughter recognizes her
mothers' needs. However, by saying that her daughter
"supports" her in t.he above statement, one becomes uncrear
about the roles both the mother and daughter play on a daily
basis. Another mother describes how she tends to get
flust.ered and panicky getting her children off to school and
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asks for herp from her daughter in controlling her emotions
and behavior:

...actually my kids are pretty good because they say tome "oh mom we'Il get out of here in time¡ wê alivays seemto make it" and t,hat does help me calm down, like'itsort of snaps me into reality. rn fact, with my oldestdaughter |ve told her...trraL it r get like tnåt r don't
mean to and_ T do get like that maybe you could saysomething, _Iike. "Mommy" and that'1r tiigger me to'know
and she's done it...she's gone "Mommy",-just rike thatand I go,,oh yeah, I'm doing it again aren,t I?,...

This quote also il_lustrates how some

that a reversal of parent-child roles
mothers vrere not aware

r¡/as occurring.
Sexuality

The final main theme that was directly explored in the
intervie\^rs was mothers' responses to their daughters'
developing sexuality. As girls growing up, most of the women

in this study were given very rittle information about their
ov/n sexuality. As mothers, the majority of these same !üomen

lvere very eager to provide their daughters with as much

information as possible, as earry as possible. rnforming
their daughters about sexual issues also tied in closely to
the protection strategy of "education and information
sharing".

Mothers wanted to give their daughters all the
information that they had not received, although they were
sometimes unsure about the type of information they should
give their daughters and how much was ,,appropriate',. One

mother felt,

T didn't want to say it because r thought that if r saidit r might. say it in an offensive r¡/ay ãomehow. r didn't
know how much would be too much to say...
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Not knowing what, and how much to say, r¡/as undoubtedly a

challenge for some women, given that they felt ,,the more

information the better", and one mother declared, ,,I want
them to have the information probably more than they want to
have the information".

Having been sexualized at a very young ê9ê, one might
wonder about the kind of messages about sex abuse survivors
are providing their daughters. rnterestingly, some women

feared that their negative experience may somehow ,,rub off,,
on their daughters, or on how they educated them about sex
and sexuality:

r want her to have an open attitude about sex and be
open and feel good about her body. I don't alwaysmyserf, ald r worry that things Í'r1 say will rüb off onher and she'11 get messages tñat r don'L verbarly say,but she'11 get these messages...

Another mother recognized that she had a 1ot of anger in this
area and purposefully delayed givíng her daughter much

information about sexuality:

r guess because r had such negative feelings towards itf didn't really want to tal_k ãbout it with her. ffigured the less r said the better. probably that \^/asthe right thing to do is not to say anything...r believethat nor¡r. r guess because r had such ãnger-and strongfeelings r never talked to her about it 6ecause r ."aítydid want to talk about it.

one of the mothers whose daughter just reached the stage of
puberty looked at it with some trepidation:

It'=- starting to get challenging again watching my
daughter go through puberty ãnd-knówing that sñe'ê goingto start coming into her own sexual-ity and r know tñat
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|m going to have to deal with that and r don't thinkit's going to be easy for me. r just know that it'snatural for her and it's natural for her to start beinginterested.in 5oy? and being curious about things, but rjust know it's going to be hard...it's hard now-watchingher start going into puberty.

How did these v¡omen provide their daughters with this
essential material amidst their fears, anxieties and anger
around t.his topic and not knowing what and Jror¿ much is
appropriate to tell? Books and other resource materials
became "lifesavers" to the majority of these mothers. The
public schoor system \¡ras one of these resources. one woman

fel-t quite relieved to have the school's assistance with
this:

rt didn't bother me that they were teaching it at school_because they'd only say so much and it'd cút oown theircuriosity and then they're not asking me and r won,thave to dear- with it ( laughs ) . rrre õnicxen' s ,ãyout.-.let somebody else do it...but somebody thal'sreliable...at least they're not picking it úp-ã"-tn"streets and stuff.

Fourteen of the mothers felt very comfortable with the amount
and type of sexuality information provided at school. one
mother r^/asn't sure if they u¡ere doing anything at school at
all, and another fel-t that the school provided too much

information.
Physical development. Most of the mothers r¡/ere very

excited about their adol-escent daughters' emerging sexuality.
only one of the mothers conveyed a sense of discomfort
around her daughter's physicar development. For t,his mother,
educating her daughter about sexuality !ì¡as fairly easy; the
difficult part came when her daughter started to change
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physically:

...when her body started to change, about 11 and ahalf, everything was feeling pretúy comfortable, there$¡asn't a whole i-ot of stuf f around her sexuality withher--.\,ve'd been able to talk about things and sLart totry and do some basic sex education and stuff like that.and then j,r9t when her body started to change it wasjust like .it was so uncomiortabre and r doñ't knowyhy' it just felt so uncomfortabre...it was rike no, rdon't want to.see you change, r don't want to see your
Þ9aV change, ir jy?t fett áwful_..ir was rea1lydifficult... r stirl don't know why...it'= pråtty werlpassed off it's not as much a problem anl.more bul |mstil1 uncomfortabre with her mõre adurt Ëody...it'= hardfor me to hug her...it was really hard at tñat. time.

rt was apparent that mothers who had received rittre
sexuality education themserves, questioned what was normal_

sexual development for their daughters. This mother's two
daughters had both been "bothered" (sexualIy abused):

Mr she's 10 she's already started her period...like samewith c she started early, r don't knoi¡ r didn't wantthem to st,art early r thought maybe r even asked thedoctor if it was because they haã been bothered downthere and the doctor said ,,nó,' but r stirr wonder aboutit though. Irs it because they've been sexually abused,touched down there, is it? asks the intervieweil

Part If: Emerqent Themes

Chanqes in parenting Style
rn addition to the three themes previously discussed, a

major theme that was not directly explored but emerged from
the maternal intervier¡/s '*nras a shift in parenting styre before
and after counselling. Two characteristics of this parenting
shift included: feeling more comfortable in one,s parenting,
and becoming more active in-setting limits and monitorj_ng
their children's behavior.
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Motherins as more natural. rn the beginning of their
career in parenting, most \,romen found that ,,mothering,, hras a
very conscious preoccupation which eventuarry became more
integrated within themselves,

rn time it just became more who r was, the fact that rwasn't just going external, like 'okay, this is how ilmgoing to.parent' Then it was somethin|'trrat Ì woie onthe outside. rt's not anymore. rt,s sómething that'sinside me now.

one mother recognized a change in her enjoyment of parenting
as her children got oIder. vlhile some of her actions in the
past vrere a forced effort, over time they had evotved into a
very "naturaI,, and gratifying process,

-_. -you don't get a whole Iot of positive reinforcementfrom r,2t3t4r but around 4 or 5 you do, rike around 3they start to spontaneously hug you back... you startto get that rear positive feedbaók, and six or moreyears of that changed me. r knew r was doi_ng the right.things but it was èomething r did even thougñ r wasn'teven comfortable vfith it at first and then Í oia itbecause it was a matter of habit and then eventualty rdid it because it felt right and because it was just me.

More active parenting. A second major change in mothers'
parenting included taking on a more active role as a parent.
As mentioned, thirteen of the mothers described periods
during which they were emotionalry, and/or physically absent
from their children, especially when their children rnrere

young. One mother recalled,

Especiarly when J was young r was very neglectful,
emotionalry neglectful... Í stirl tenã to vrithdra*...r
have to watch that even yet but it was rearry severe...ï vras even _physically neglectful with her toä, that wasa yery difficurt period...there was months where r don'tthink her needs \Arere anyøhere nearly adequately met.
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Another mother stated:

...f abused alcohol about
about anything you know..
say the children suffered
Family Services have been
every reason why because
f was not there...

L7 years not giving a damn
. hiding in alcohol. . . and l_ike r
as a result of it...Chi1d and
invol-ved at times and I see

I was not a responsible parent.

Another woman felt that she had been somewhat anesthetized:

...r think throughout (my early years as a parent) rwasn't experiencing a whole lot õf feeringsl errerything
vlas pretty numb...I think I vras chronicaliy
depressed-.-couldn't deal with issues that were
happening 9nd my or¡rn feerings.\¡¡ere just so far away andinaccessible. when r starte¿ in couñselring, after abouta year the experience of having feelings wãs so bizarre,it was wonderful...if r courd get my mãmory back thereat all r don't think |d find á whore rot in terms offeelings, because it was r-ike a crimer lou go sort ofwith blinders_on and_you just survived åna Éney(children) suffered from Lnat too because that's where r
r^¡as in emotional withdrawal where r wasn't really
accessibl_e. . .

c1ear1y, many of the mothers had a period where they weren,t
functioning well as parents. over time, however, they saw

themselves becoming more actively involved in parenting their
children. The majority of mothers attributed this shift in
parenting style to their o!ùn counselling and healing.

Active parenting behaviors \^/ere illustrated by: talking
more to their daughters about sexuarity issues, discipline
and limit setting behaviors, and being more aware of
protection issues. one mother describes how she felt talking
to her daughters about sexuality prior to her own

counselling:

T would try to anslrer...not in depth though like ifthey asked direct guestions and stùff. euË $¡e neverreal1y sat down and tarked really in depth. ... (r felt)fear, [laugh] "r don't want to t,álk a¡oüt this, how dare



v'Ihen asked if she talked to her daughter about sexuality,
another mother responded:

Yeah, (now) we talk about everything. (prior to
counsellirrg), not as much.. .probably not. . .thinking
about it now, nor probably not.

More active parenting styles v/ere also seen in mothers,
ability to set limits with their daughters, dealing with
conflict, and giving their children more responsibility. one

mother said:

r think |m more calm with them. Now r can lay down therules where before r couldn't because r was aiwaysafraid tlat if they didn't listen or do the thinis rhey
vvere told to do that somebody would end up gettiñg hurLso r think they riked it better beforã when therev¡asn't any rules. rt's difficul_t...no\¡r r think they wishI'd never gone into counselling but...they think rrmhappier than r used to be r uséd to be deþressed all thetime-.-they don't rike alr these rules nul in the longrun it works out for the better.

rn terms of altering some of the responsibilities and roles
in the home, a mother responded:
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you!". f didn't say that but I was probably thinkingthat...and they wourd ask something ãnd it wourd be likepanic situatiol..: so you kind of vaguely, enough tocurb their curiosity and rhen rike cnangã the súuiect
and get them off on something else...it-was easy Lodo...

-..r've also had to work hard at letting them have thatkind of responsibility because it's onlf been a coupleof years since r would run home and if r were going outI'd have everything all nicely prepared, but nõt
anymore, f don't have to do those kinds of things
anymore.. .

These nevr parenting skilrs h/ere often difficurt to imprement.
some mothers felt they had to "undo', what had already been
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done, and they r¡/eren't always successful:

-..neither one of them now like the rules so the oldest
one is moving out. güe have a good relationship but she's
leaving and the 14 yr old...did go to rive with dad,
part time, because...she does not have to do much over
there and she does not like the rules here and it's
because they're new...

one mother recognized positive changes in her parenting, as

well as room for improvement:

r see myself at getting better at parenting But ilm notsure ï've reached that middle ground becauèe ilm stirllenient with them, but not as much. I,m learning.

Finally, active parenting also took the form

"aware" of issues with their children such as

of being more

protection:

r think I' ve been even more \^/ary of extended family
members since ilve been in counserling, ffy radar iå sortof up there and I feel vigilant all tñe time...

At some point in their parenting career these mothers
developed a ful-Ier a\^rareness of their role as a parent and

more involved in their children,s rives, and while it was

sometimes a difficult task and often caused eonflict, they
felt that it was worth the effort.

vühat do the mothers attribute changes in their parenting
to? one mothers viewed her shift in parenting as part of a

self-healing processi a journey:

there's a lot of space between being a realIy bad parent
and_being a good parent and r guess-it's jusl kind of aroad that you travel getting tõ be a good parent andthere's a lot of different stages that t wènt throughtrying to be a better parent...teeting comfortable withmyself has a lot to do with it...
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Standardized Measures

AÃPT

The strength of the above content analysis allowed
mothers the freedom to describe their orárn experience using
their own words. A more structured parenting questionnaire
T¡ras also used to complement the interview and add to the
descriptive richness of this study.

Except for one mother scoring below average on the
second factor (i.e., rnability to be Empathically Aware of
children's Needs), all of the mothers scored in the average
or high range on all categories which indicated they were not
considered abusive when compared to national norms.

Measurement of current attitudes in t.his study, therefore,
indicated that all the mothers had strengths in 1) having
appropriate expectations of children, 2) use of disciprinary
methods other than corporal punishment, and 3) having a clear
understanding of the role of ,,parent,, and ,,child',. Vüith one

exception, al-I of the mothers also displayed strong
sensitivity to their children,s needs.

Careqivinq Scales

The four maternal caregiving patterns r^/ere identified
based upon the entire maternal interview protocol. rnterview
Èranscripts were coded and each mother r,'ras categorized into
one of four attachment classification groups (see Table 6).
Based on mothers' caregiving descriptions of themselves,
eight of the mothers were categorized as ambivalent, five
mothers \^¡ere rated as secure, and three mothers v¡ere

categorized as disorgan ized/ controlling.
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Discussion

The goal of the present study was to provide an indept,h
description of three main themes present in the incest
survivor literature as they pertain to mothers of
preadorescent daughters: protection, autonomy /rore reversal
and sexuality issues. The open-ended interviews revealed rich
detail pertaining to these themes and also allowed new themes

to emerge which have not been discussed in the literature to
date.

Protection and Trust
Five of the seven lvomen in this study who were married

or living with a partner expressed some ambivalence, worries,
and concerns about trusting their partner and others.
similarly, Hal-ler and Alter-Reid (1986) found that alr of the
married incest survivor-mothers in their study expressed a

need to protect their daughters from the possibility of
sexual abuse by their husbands. The finding of not fu1ly
trusting their partners was also reported by Ke1ly (1g8g).

Questions from this finding arise, with regard to the
partner's perceptions include: (a) is the partner aware of
how the survivor feels?, and (b) how does he or she feel
about the lack of trust in the relationship?

Mothers in this study also felt that during, and./or

after completing counselling they became more protective of
their daughters and aware of potential dangers to their
daughters' safety outside of the home. This translated into
more active and conscious protectíve behaviors of daughters,
including closer monitoring behaviors. These behaviors can be

viewed as adapt,ive and a part of the mothers' parenting
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strengths. However, what implícations did this shift in
monitoring behaviors have on the pre-adolescent daughter?
This area requires further research.

In this study, mothers' main fear was that their
daughters would be abused, and this fear often red to close
monitoring behaviors. These result.s are supported by other
researchers and clinicians (Kritsberg, 1gg3; Kirschner et aI.
1993, & sanderson, 1990). Mothers' fear for their daughter,s
safety and lack of trust in their partners can be best
understood from a feminist perspective and within the
framework of attachment theory and internal working models.

First, these findings are not surprising given that 5oE

of mothers in this sample had daughters who were sexually
abused. These tvüo responses may in fact be viewed as healthy,
protective, and real-istic, especially since prevalence rates
of child sexual abuse are so high. one could also suggest
that given their experience of betrayal of trust, it would be
surprising if these mothers did not struggle to feel
completely confident about their daughters' safety.

Next, it is worth noting that mothers in this study a1l
wanted their children to have as much information as possibre
about personal safety and self-assertiveness. None of the
mothers perpetrated the sexual abuse, and all of the mothers
with daughters who were sexually abused acted immediately
when they became a\¡¡are of the abuse. This took the form of
distancing themselves and their children physically from the
perpetrator, laying charges against the offender, and seeking
counselling for their daughter.

From a working model perspective, as young children,
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mothers in this study v¡ere victimized and had their trust
betrayed by significant persons. All of the v/omen were also
victimized over a period of time. understandably, it seems

very IikeIy that the adult working model for the majority of
these women was that "the world is an unsafe place,, and it
clearly played a major role in parenting their daughters.
rnterestingly, mothers' perception of ,,potential danger all
around" was present in the interviews even after counselling.
This may speak to the profound ef fect of these r¡/omens'

victimization and early attachment history on their current
relationships t or to these mothers' increasing a\¡/areness of
the sexual abuse of their children.
Parentification

rndications that some form of parentificat.ion r¡/as

occurring tended to be diruted, but nonetheless, present in
many of the interviews. parentífication took the form of
daughters assuming responsibirity for adult tasks and taking
on adurt roles; this ranged from assuming caregiving tasks
for their siblings, to providing emotional support to their
mother. some of the mothers crearly saür a reversal of rores
between themselves and their daughter at some point in their
relationship. other mothers did not appear ah¡are that
parentified behavior had taken p1ace, yet described
situations which indicated a reversal of roles. Mothers in
this study r¡¡ere not asked directly if they felt that their
children taking on parental rores. perhaps if they had been
asked directly, and had been given examples, more examples
would have been identified.
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Sexuality fssues

The topic of sexuality raised some anxiety for mothers

in this study. There was clearly a range of feelings
associated with discussing this topic with their daughters.

The majority of women in this study \dere quite comfortable
and determined about educating their daughters about

sexuality. Others felt less comfortable with t.his issue and

struggled through iti and two mothers avoided and/or
postponed discussing the topic. There was no clear pattern of
refusing to talk to their daughters about this topic, and/or

of anger or hostility associated with the discussion.
More Active Parenting Style

Many of the mothers attributed their more active
parenting style to their own healing and counselling.
However, their attribution of change in their ovün parenting
behavior was also connected to a main supportive person in
their 1ife, and/or an unsupportive partner no longer in the
relationship. This finding was supported by Egeland et
41.(1988) who found that experience in therapy and a

satisfying relationship during adulthood decreased the

chances for mothers with a history of abuse to abuse their
children.

All of the mothers had more than one child and most of
them felt that parenting the second child had been much

easier, and displayed a more "positive" and optimistic
attitude about parenting the second child.

Thirteen of the mothers described a period of time when

they hrere emotionally or physically absent from their
children when they lvere young. Jehu,s (1988) description of
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mothers with daughters who have been sexuarly abused was also
that of being oppressed and incapacitated and often victims
themselves.

A feminist perspective also helps interpret the above

resurts. Ten of the mothers had experienced a separation or
divorce and ha'd (or were stil1 experiencing) a period of
single parenting. Divorce, coupled with single parenting
often results in a high degree of stress and financial
problems (wallerstein & Ke11y, rg7gl. síngle mothers also
have reported feeling ove::vshermed by the experience of
divorce and single parenting often resurting in depression
and being unable to adequately care for their children
(crossman & Adams, 1980; Rohrlick, Rainer, Berg-cross & Berg-
cross, 1977). unfortunately the present study did not
directly measure at what point in their parenting mothers
experienced divorce, or at what point they sought
counselling.

The finding that mothers' parenting style changed from
withdrawn and depressed behavior to active parenting at some

point, suggests a need for research to focus on survivors of
sexual abuse prior to or early in their parenting years. rt
would also be helpful to follow this change longitudinally in
order to determine what factors play a role in this
transition.

Research has indicated several negative effects of
maternal withdrawar and depression on children, including
emotional dysregulation and behavior problems (Downey &

coyne, 1990). Early idenLification of women who are sexual
abuse survivors and accompanying intervention strategies with
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these women and their famiries prior to parenthood, or early
in their parenting is crucial. Noting that 50E of the mothers
in this sampre had children who were sexually abused, it may

be worthwhile to aim prevention prograns at high risk groups
such as incest survivors (for a review of intervention
strategies see MacMillan, MacMillan, offord, Griffith &

MacMillan, 79941. rntervention strat.egies for these mothers
courd initially take the form of individual and/or group
counselling around their sexual abuse, and specialized
parenting groups.

Specialized Parentinq Materials and proqrams

All the mothers felt that counselring had herped them

with their own healing. Help also came in the form of printed
literature and parenting groups. Most of the \^¡omen emphasized

the importance of getting information on parent.ing, including
taking parenting courses. Almost every mother in t,his study
had taken at least one parenting course and found it helpful;
however, some mothers felt that parenting courses would have
been more helpfur Lo them if they were geared to survivors,
and survivor-issues,

there's an inability to protect your own kids and rthink it comes directry from tnal inabil_ity to protectyourself so the issues-of protection...there's almost
more need in a parenting course for survivors to work onsurvivor issues rather than just straight parenting.

Another mother clearly felt that she didn't quite fit into a

"generic" parenting group:

r couldn't deal with it r felt too different...rt waslike I'm not normal-, ruhy pretend?
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Since parenting issues are often not addressed in individual
and/or group counserling for sexual- abuse survivors, incest
survivor mothers could benefit from a ,,second stage"
counselling group. This group would run in conjunction with,
or after, individual therapy. The second stage group would
focus more specifically on parenting issues unique to sexual
abuse survivors. rmportant topics and information such as:
transferring feelings to their children, parentification,
protection issues and communicating a healthy sense of
sexuality to their children wourd be important themes for
them to consider. other issues that would be valuable to
cover would be poverty, violence to the mother as an adult,
and single mothers. specialized pamphrets dealing with the
previous topics mentioned should also be deveroped and

available to clinicians working wit.h mothers who are sexual
abuse survivors.
AAPI and Careqivinq Scales

The findings of the open ended interview complemented

the findings of the AApr. vühere some of the mothers feared
that they may become abusive, the AApr indicated that mothers
in this study v/ere outside the norms for abusive parenting,
and none of the mothers had sexually abused their children.
This finding was supported by Maltz and Horman's, (rgg7)
assertion that, the fear of repeating abusive family patterns
and the a\¡/areness of one,s abuse, in itself prevents
survivors from being abusive parents.

The fact that half of the mothers rnrere categorized as

having an ambivalent parenting style on the caregiving
instrument may have been due to several factors. First,, many
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of the mothers reported that they had had unplanned
pregnancies, most of which occurred at a young a9ê, and they
had ambivalent feelings about having children. A similar
finding was reported by Gelinas (19g3) in her clinicar work.

second' 503 of the mothers had a daughter who was

abused. Being avsare that their children had been abused may

have strongly influenced some of these mothers' strategies,
particularly protection strategies. one mother in fact, fert
that she became a much more protective parent after her
daughter disclosed her sexual abuse. rt is noteworthy that
protectiveness rn/as a defining characteristic of the
ambivalent category.

Another factor which may have influenced mothers,
caregiving parenting style was their relationships with their
partners. At least two of the mothers in this study disclosed
that they \^/ere in physically abusive relationships at one

point. clearIy, domestic viorence wourd affect these mothers,
ability to parent their children, and their attitudes towards
parenting.

All of the mothers desired to be active in their
children's interests and in their protection. Their
ambivalent parenting style may also may reflect their
investment in protecting their children within the context of
their own and their daughter's past sexual abuse, and their
not fuIly trusting their partner and/or others.

The findings that these mothers were not pathological or
deficient parents were not surprising, given the clinical
nature of the sampre in this study. The r^¡omen in this sample
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appeared to seek counselling for growth and self-
understanding; thus it was not a unique finding that these
!ì¡omen vrere heavy information seekers when it came to their
parenting and expended a lot of energy towards being caring,
nurturingr "good" parents.

Mothers' Perceptions- Effects of Incest on parenting

Mothers in this study unanimously felt that their
parenting had been affected by their past incest experience.

The perceived negative effects on their parenting included:
repeating patterns, (e.9., choosing an abusive partner),
feeling they v/ere unable to experience emotional and physical
closeness with their daughter, pervasive anger which carried
over into their parenting, and feelings of powerless as a
parent. Most of the mothers stated that resolving their abuse

made them better parents. Some mothers perceived specific
positive effects from resolving their abuse: increased
communication with their daughters and heightened awareness

of protecting their children.
The Strength of a Feminist Approach

The quality of this study's findings strongly support

the use of the feminist perspective in this particular area

of research. The interpretation of the results of this study
vrere inf luenced by the larger context of these \¡r¡omen, s lives.
Taking social, structural and cultural factors into account

validated the experiences of the women in this sample.

A feminist based methodology, including the face-to-face
open-ended interview structure allowed interaction between

the researcher and t.he mothers, which enabled the women to
willingly share their experience and discuss sensitive
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subject matter openly. The interview style used in t.his study
refrected that of feminist researchers (oakley, 19g1). The

focus upon these \¡¡omen's perspectives as women, partners, and

moÈhers, validated previous themes and generated new research
questions which will further illuminate vitar issues in the
lives of many female sexual abuse survivors.
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Summarv and Conclusion
An overvj-ew of Lhe parenting experiences of a clinical

sample of sixteen incest survivor mothers was provided. This
specifically included: 1) how they protected their children,
including some of their main fears and worries, z) how they
dealt with their preadolescent's and adolescent,s emerging

sexuality incruding relaying information about sexuality to
them, and 3) the roles prayed by these mothers and their
daughters. New themes hrere also recognized as well_, which
revolved around mothers' perception of a change in their
parenting style over time. The narrative history of their
experiences provided the reader with insight into their
thoughts, feelings, and perspectives.
Limitations and Future Directions

The combination of qualitative and quantitative
approaches in the present study highlight the wide ranging
individual differences across mothers in this sample.

Transferability of research findings is extremely important;
however, caution must be applied when it comes to drawing
conclusions about the present findings and when generalizing
the findings to other groups. The study was limited by its
small sample size, and by the fact that the women r4rere self-
selected and had prior counselling experience. The knowledge
and insight of these women into the effects of their incest
have undoubtedly been influenced by their counselling
experience. rt would be useful in future studies to examine

incest survivor mothers with no formal counselring experience
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and use a comparison group of non-abused mothers.

Another limitation of this study involved the
the evolving perspective of the researcher and the
of uncontrolled variables. This research required

issue of
presence

interprètation as well as description. As werl, analysis of
the interviews involved a comparison of one interview to the
next. Therefore, the first intervie\,v r¡i¡as conducted and

interpreted somewhat differently than the last interview.
uncontrolled variables included: the interviewer,s and the
mother's comfort leveI and degree of rapport, and the
interview location (ie., at the mother's homet or in an

agency office).
Final1y, this study does not attempt to formally draw

inferences about an entire population; rather, the main

intent of this study was to gain a deeper understanding about
parenting issues from incest survivors themselves.

This exploratory study only begins to highlight the
importance of examining t.he parenting experience of femare

incest survivors from their perspective. Key issues arising
from this research merit further study. First, examination of
the family system as a whole would produce a more holistic
picture of daughters' and partners' experiences, as well as

of the family climate. of particular importance are the
partners' perceptions and experience of parenting with a

survivor of incest, focusing on issues of trusti and

daughters' perceptions of how they are being parented,
focusing on mothers' monitoring behavior and restrictiveness
concerning limits.

Second, several of the mothers felt strongly that
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parenting boys as opposed to girls 'nras more challenging in
certain areas such as mother-chiId roles and conflict. Based

on her own clinical experiences, phillpot (personal
communication, 1995) supported this by stating, ,, you could
multiply the problems survivors have by 100 when they have

sons". Often, mothers' sons ,,became" their father, and their
sexual offender and that sons' sexuality was al-so an area
which caused a l-ot of anxiety for survivor-mothers.

As noted in the literature review, the most commonly

reported symptom of adult incest survivors is depression
(Browne & Finkelhor, 1986a; Sanderson, j.990; Gelinas, 1983).
The majority of the mothers tarked about being emotionalry
withdrawn from their children or depressed when their
children were young. rnterestingly, while most of these \^/omen

seemed to enjoy parenting more after counselring and after
their initial child(ren), there was evidence of
intergenerational recurrence of incest in this sample of
mothers. Half of the rnromen reveared that their daughters had

been sexually abused. To be clear, this does not imply that.
the mothers v/ere responsible for the abuse of their
daughters- it was the father (or other) that was the
offender. other factors such as the mother,s lack of power to
protect her daughter in and out of her home, and the father,s
control over the family including physical and/or sexual
violence towards the mother that may aecount for the
occurrence of sexual abuse of the daughters. Glaser and Frosh
(1993) sum up mothers' powerless to prevent their daughter's
sexual abuse best:
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vrith an internal self-image in which guilt, blame, anger
and a sense of worthlessness combine, and with an
experience in which dependency needs are met withrejection or sexual exploitation, female victims of
sexual abuse may faIl prey to men who rnight go on to
abuse their chirdren. These women are aléo léast likelyto be able to prevent the abuse.

Longitudinal research tracking these women before
counselling, and perhaps during their initial pregnancy,

bearing in mind contextual factors, could help reveal what

their early parenting experience $¡as like and possible risk
factors associated with their daughters being sexually
abused.

Also important is the examination of current parent
education literature and development of specific parenting
pamphlets which meet the speciar needs of sexuar abuse

survivors. While somewhat helpfuI, most ,,mainstream"

parenting groups and printed material do not address

important parenting issues pertinent to this population.
Further feminist research in this area is needed to more

precisely examine mothers' experiences earlier in their
parenting career, to support the themes generated from these
mothers' interviews, in order to help cl-inicians and

parenting professionals recognize the unique fears and

concerns of mothers who are also incest survivors. Above aII,
future research will assist in meeting the unique needs of
incest survivor mothers themselves.

Researcher and clinician Denise Gelinas, pubrished a

seminal paper on "The Persisting Negative Effects of rncest"
(1983). The negative effects of incest clearl-y extend to
one's parenting and might. be best summarized in the words of
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one mother:

f'm more protective, T'm always on the watch for it, Itend to be very emotional, which my kids see, sometimesf get depressed, not as much now as I used to but there
would be periods of time when f would just cry and be
depressed for days...When I would come out of the
depression, it used to make me very angry that he was infact his behaviour was stirl affecting mt children's
because although |m the one that's deprèssed and r takeresponsibility for that, this stilr afiected my kids andthat really made me angry because r hadn't seeñ him foryears and didn't have him as a part of my l-ife but theeffects were still affecting my children.
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Appendix A
Long Term Effects of Childhood Sexual Abuse
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Emot,íonal Ef f ects

Depression
Low SeIf Esteem
Guilt
Anxiety
Obs es s ive,/Compul s ive
Anger

Int,erpersonal Ef f ects

f s olation,/Al ienation
General Social- Relationships
Relationships with Men
Relationships with Women

Relationships with parents
Effects on Parenting
Fear of Intimacy
Revictimisation

Behavioral Effects

Self Destructive Behaviors
Self Mutilation
Suicide
Eating Disorders
Al-cohol Abuse
Drug Abuse

CognitÍ ve / Perceptual

Denial
Cognitive Distortions
Dissociation
Amnesia
Multiple Personality
Nightmares
Hallucinations

SexuaI Ef f ect,s

Impaired Motivation
Phobias /aversions
Impaired Arousal
Impaired Orgasm
Sexual Dissatisfaction
Vaginismus
Dyspareunia
fnability to separate sex
from affection

Oversexualization
Sexual Orientation
Promiscuity
Prostitution

Physical Effects

Psychosomatic Pains
Sleep Disturbances
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Appendix B
Mother's Interview Guide

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to try and understand womens'
experiences as parents given their incest history.
Consent and Confidentialitv
(Review and sign the consent form)
The interview is strictly confidentiar, however, there are
circumstances under which confidentiality wirl be breeched.
These J-ncrude: a) where there is a chird wel-fare concern
(i.e.,if it is revealed that a child may be in immediate
danger of being abused), and b) if the interviewer is
concerned about the participants safety to herself or as a
threat to others.

Sensitivitv of the Topic Area and Freedom to v'tithdraw

I am sensitive to your history of incest and that if the
subject matter becomes distressing to yoü, aL anytime you
can stop the interview to take a break, to end the
interview t ot to reschedule it for another time. There are
no right or wrong ansr/üers to the questions that will be
asked on either the questionnaire or in the interview. Do
you have any questions before we begin the interview?

The Interview
Before we begin, I'd like you to tell me a 1ittle about
yoyr family. Tel-I me who is in it and the ages of your
children.
(names of children, ages, grade)

Section A

I'd like to start by talking about your general feelings
about being a parent.Many mothers bring up a variety oi
feelings.
How would you describe vourself as a parent?

Prompts:

1) Think back...before you had any children, what v/ere your
feelings about becoming a parent?

2) Many women have all sorts of feelings about being aparent. So now that you have children, how do you feel
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about being a parent?

3).what is/has been the most positive or enjoyabre part of
beinq a parent? (Ask for example)

4 ) ELr?'E--Lglþas been the most challenqinq or dif f iculr part
of beinq a parent? (Ask for example)

.Hew did you handle the situation?

.How did you handle your feelings?

5) Parents experience many different feelings: proud and
excited, guilty or unsure about they're parénting, or
irritated and angry to the extent tñat they feel ready to
blow up. Have you ever had any of these feelinqs?

.Vühat kind of situations make you feel this way?

.How did you handle those feelings?

6l Being a parent is certainly a big job! It can be tiring
and stressful taking care of children. It's usually aparent's job to take care of her children. Do you ãver feel
that you r¡rant your children to take care of you or do you
ever feel reallv needv as a parent?

.Vühat kind of situations make you feel this way?.How do you handle your needy feelings?

I've asked you a lot of general questions about what it,s
like to be a parent. Before we go on to talk more
specifically about your relationship with your daughter, do
you have anything to add?

Section B

Most of the questions I will be asking you now will be
specifically about your relationship with (daught,er)

1) How would you describe your relationship with your
daughter (daughter,s name) ?

.Would you say that you have a close relationship or
one that isn't that close? (Do you talk a tot,?)
.How would others cl_ose to you describe your
relationship with your daughter?

2) Parents often notice similarities between themsel-ves and
their children. How do you think (dauqhter) is like vou?
How do you think (daught.er) is untike you?

Section C

1) How woul-d you describe yourself as a parent?
(fIexible, too rigid, too loose?)

2) Wou1d vou debcribe vourself as a protective parent?
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3) Vühat kind of things do you feel comfortable letting your
daughter do all by herself, that is, without any
supervision? (co out with friends, cooking dinner,
finishing homework, cleaning her room, chores)

4l What kind of t,hings do you feel less comfortable or not
at all comfortable about letting her do without
supervision?

5) Many mothers worry about their preadolescent daughters.
ou vùorrv about ldauqhter) what do vou

.Do you ever v¡orry about the time ín which she comes
home? Does she have curfews?
.Do you worry about the friends she has?.Do you worry about what she does and where she goes
with her friends?
. Safety?

6) tlhen you think about your daughter, do you generally feel
that she's safe?
Ies Do you have any fears concerning her safety and

need for protection? (What are they? How do you deal
with these fears? )No Vühat are your greatest fears concerning her safety
and need for protection? (How do you deal with
these fears? )

Before we move on to the next section is there anything
else you'd like to add to what \,rre've tatked about?
(Anything else that you feel is ímportant to mention)

Section D

f'd jusL like to ask you a few questions about yourself
given your past abuse history
1) Do you feel that your sexual- abuse has affected you as a
parent?

.Vühat have you learned from your experience of being
sexually abused?
.How do you feel it has affected you positively and
not as positively?

2) Very briefly, can you teII me about
lasted?
3) What advice (if any) would you want
mothers who are survivors?

how long your abuse

to give other
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Section E

Now I'm going to ask you some questions about Lhe physical
development of your daughter.

1) D9 you think that your daughter's physical development is
earl-ier, Iater, or about the same as most other girlê her
age?
2) Have you noticed any skin changes, especially pimples?

3) Is she at the point where she needs to v/ear a bra?

4, Has your daughter started menstruating yet?
Yes When did she begin? (Irthat grade was she in? )

5) Do you currentry, or have you ever tarked to your daughter
about sexuality? lrlho started the discussion?

.What was that like for you? for your daughter?

.How do you feel about ita
'Does she get any information about sex from anlnruhere or
from anyone else?(School etc. ).How do you feel about the adequacy of this?

Ending the Interview

Is there anything that you want to teIl me that you haven,t
talked about? How are you feeling now? (provide iesources)
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Appendix C
Adult-Adolescent Parenting Inventory & Demographic fnformation

Name:
Age:

How many children do you

9ühat are your childrens,

have living with you?

ages and sex?

Do you have any children living avüay from you? yes
ff yes, what are their ages?

no

Have you ever had any experience with child and Family Services?
yes

lr7hat is your marital status? (circle one or more)

a) never married
b) single
c) married
d) Iiving common-Iaw

What is your ethnic background?

e) separated
f) divorced
g) remarried
h) widowed

Race: (circle one)
Oriental Ot,her:

White Black Native

(circle one)

Hispanic

blhat is your total household income?

a) under $15r000
b) $15,000-20,000
c) $20,000-25,000
d) $25,000-30,000
e) $30,000-40,000
f) $40,000-50,000
g) $50,000-70,000
h) over $70,000
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Instructions
There are 32 statements on the following two pages about parenting
and raising children. You decide the degree tó wfricn you agree or
disagree with each statement by circling one of the rêsponses.

Please respond truthfully and as quickly as you can. There is noright or r¡rrong ansvrer, only your opinion. If you don,t
understand any of the statements ask for he1p. when you finish,
feel free Èo write any comments you have on the back page.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertaín
D í s agree
Strongly Dísagree

1. Young children should be expected to comfort
their mother when she ís feeling blue.

2. Parents should teach their children right from
vrrong by sometimes using physical punishment

3. Children should be the main source of comfort
and care for their parents.

4. Young children should be expected to hug their
mother when she is sad.

5. Parents will spoil their children by picking them up
and comforting them when they cry.
6. Children should be expected to verbally express
themselves before the age of one year

7. A good child will comfort both his/her parents
after the parents have argued.

8. Children learn good behavior through the use
of physical punishment.

9. Children develop good strong characters
through very strict discipline.

10. ParenLs should expect their children who are under
three years of age to begin taking care of themselves.
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11. Young children should be aware of ways to
comfort their parents after a hard day's work.

12. Parents should slap their child when he/she
has done something virong.

13. Children should always be spanked when they
misbehave.

14. Young children should be responsible for much of
t,he happiness of their parents.

15. Parents have a responsibilit.y to spank their
children when they misbehave.

l6.Parents should expect their children to feed
themselves by twelve months.

77. Parents should expect their children to grow
physically at about the same rate.

r44

18. Young children who feel secure often
up expecting too much.

grow

19. Children should always ,'pay the price'. for
misbehaving.

20. Children under three years should be expected
to feed, bathe , and cl-othe themselves.

2L. Parents who are sensitive to their children's
feelings and moods often spoil their children.
22. Children deserve more discipline than they get.

23. Children whose needs are left unattended wiII
often grov¡ up to be more independent.

24.Parents who encourage communication with
t,heir children only end up listening to complaints.

25. Children are more likeIy to learn appropriate
behavior when they are spanÏ<ed for misnãÏrav'l.tg.

26.Children will quit crying faster if they are ignored.

27. Children five months of age ought to be capable
of sensing what their parents expect.

28. Children who are given too much love by their
parents often gro\^¡ up to be stubborn and spoiled.

29.Chi1dren should be forced to respect parental
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authority.

30. Young children should try to make their parents
life more pleasurable.

31-. Young children who are hugged and kissed
usually grov/ up to be "sissies".
32. Voung children should be expected to comfort
their father when he is upset.
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Appendix D
Agency Contact Letter

Address

Date

Dear (Clinical Director) :

f am currently a graduate student in the Department of
Family Studies and am in the process of conducting
research for my Master's thesis under the direction of Dr.
Carol Piotrowski. The purpose of the proposed research is
to examine the parenting experience of female incest
survivors. I am writing to you to ask for your agency,s
assistance in contacting potential participants for Lhis
study.

As you are ahrare, the prevalence of sexual abuse of women
in our society is alarming and the emotional effects
extend well iñto adulthood. The extent of incest
survivor's long range suffering has been well studied,
yet, paradoxically, the long-term effects of incest on the
survivor as a mother has not.

To be clear, it. will not be the details of the mother,s
sexual abuse per se that wil-I be discussed in this study,
rather, I will be focusing on their unique experience as a
parent. The mothers will be asked to talk about what it is
like for them to be a parent, with specific focus on their
relationship with their daughter.These interviews will be
audiotaped and last about L-2 hours. They will take place
at a private location of the mother,s choice.

The protection and comfort of women who consent to
participate in this study is primary. For this reason, I
am seeking only sexual abuse survivors who are currently
in, or have had counselling around their sexual abuse.
Please refer to the attached pages for a more indepth
description of the study and safeguards in place for
minimizing risk to these women.

In giving this request consideration I have also enclosed
a copy of approval from the University of l4anitoba Faculty
of Human Ecology Human Ethics Review Committee as well as
the researchers' gual-ifications who will be conducting the
interviews with the mothers.

I will call you within one week to set up a time in which
lve can further discuss this request. At that time f can
provide you with copies of the telephone screening,
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consent form, parenting questionnaire and interview
schedul-e. I would be pleased to provide a brief
presentation on the results of this study to your agency
upon completion, along with a copy of the final report. If
you have any questions, Þl('; :e contact me at or
my thesis advisor at .Thank you for you trme.

Sincerely,

Christine Kreklewetz BA(Psych) .
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relephon" r"l3ffiilä-"å".acr scripr
Hel1o, my name is Christine and I'm calling about the
parenting study. f'd like to first thank you for expressing
interest in in this studyr lou will a very varuable- part of
my ì4aster's thesis if you chose to take part. This research
is being supervised by a professor at thè university of
Manitoba. InIe are looking for some very specific women to be
in this studyr so before I tell you more about the study, T
need to ask you some questions as the study requires
participants with a very specific backgrouñd.

Screening Questions
1 ) The first question is a rather personal- one about your
abuse history, however, it needs to be asked. Are you a
sexual abuse survivor? Was your perpetrator a father or
father figure? Did the sexuãl- abüse- happen more than once?
2l The next questíons are easier. Do you have at l_east one
daughter 8-14 years of age?
3) Finally, are you currentty in counselling where you talk
about your past sexual abuse? Or have you ever been in
counselling where you have tal-ked about your past sexual
abuse?

( If t,he mother is not currentJ-y in counsellíng) :
r need to caution you that that some of the questions asked
in the interview will be quite personal and may bring up
other material that may cause you distress. Therefore, it
might not be in your best interest to participate in the
study \,ùithout currently being in counselling.

Your response suggests that your background falls (does not
fall) within the set guidelines for the study. Vüou1d you
like me to tell you a bit more about the study? 1rt yãs¡,
The purpose of this study is to find out what it,s like to
be a mother of a daughter between the ages of 8-14.

The stydy will involve us meeting for about 2 hours. During
this time f will ask you to fill out a consent form and a
questionnaire. Then we will talk about your experience as a
mother. We will basically just talk, however there will be
a few set questions I wil-I ask you. The questions wil-l
revolve around what it's like for you as a mother and your
relationship with your daughter. Some of the questions I
will be asking you will be personal, however, you have the
choice of not answering. You will also be able to stop the
intervievr or withdraw from the study at any time
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f also have to mention that it will be necessary to have
the interview portion audiotaped so that what you say will
be accurately recorded. After the interview is typed on
paper, however, the tapes will be destroyed (ripped up) and
the typed interview will be kept locked up without your
real name on it. This is to ensure your confidentiality and
that no one will be able to identify you from the tapes or
transcripts. Finallyrpart of your involvement in this study
will be to let your counsellor know that you will be
participating.

Does this sound like something you'd be interested in
participating in?

' Vlould you like some time to think about it?. I can also give you the phone number to my thesis advisor
if you want to call her and ask any questions.
' (If yes), Good. Is there a good time when we can arrange
to meet?
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Appendix F
Personal Interview Consent Form

1) f have freely consented to take part in this study
conducted by Christine Kreklev¡eLz, Graduate Student at the
University of Manitoba.

2) The purpose of this study is to discuss my feelings about
being a mother, not the detail-s of my incest history per se.

3) f have been involved in or am currently involved in
individual counselling around my past history of incest.
4) Vühile the criteria includes mothers who are not currently
in counselÌing, I have been informed that it mignt not be in
ny best j-nterest to participate in the study without
presently being in counselling.

5) I understand that several resources will be provided to me
for support if I request them at any point during or after
the interview.

6) I understand that I will be asked to complete a brief
parenting questionnaire and then will be interviewed for up
to t\^¡o hours in a place of my choosing.

7) I give my permission to tape this interview and I
understand that t.his tape will be used so1ely to record and
analyse my responses to questions in the interview and will
be later destroyed.

8) f understand that should f request a copy of my
transcribed interview, or a brief sunmary of the results of
the study, f will- be sent a copy at the completion of the
study.

9) f understand that I am free to stop my participation in
the study at any time \,/ithout penalty and I can choose not to
ansvrer any particular question during the int.erview.

10) f understand that the results of the study will be
treated in strict confidence and that my name and other
identifying information will not be att.ached to either the
audiotape or my parenting questionnaire.

11) I understand that I will not receive payment or be
reimbursed for travel costs for this interview or for
completing the parenting questionnaire.

Signature Date
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Appendix G
Mothers' Descriptions of Self as a parent

MOTHER 1
I think I'm a pretty conscientious parent.. I think f also
have certain ambivalent feelings at times because of my
history'of abuse...it's like my life went in a certain
direction it may not have gone so |ve had some ambivalent
feerings...it's a pretty hard job r guess that's the thing as
we11... and it's a long job and if you want to try and do a
good job it's stilt a 1ot of work...
UOÎHER 2
Too overprotective [laugh] I don't know. f don't trust guys
around my kids...they think f'm very overprotective and
probably I am. Actually oLher people keep saying that you've
got to be a pretty good mom your kids aren't in trouble and
everything eIse...weI1 the oldest one was but I t.hink with
her I was afraid to discipline her because of all the
anger...I was hiding it...but I was so angry at my own
parents and I \¡ras worried about taking it out on them so I
didn't discipline them very werr. rt's hard when you become
a parent. You're scared, you don't want to repeat what your
parents are doing.

MOTHER 3
f try very hard to respect their boundaries and va1ues...I'm
able to give a lot of love and caring that I have to give to
somebody that is very close to me and r receive it in return
from my children and my husband. And that's very important to
me. Basically I would go back to my own famity unit and I
didn't receive what I am getting now in a family unit, and I
like that, it feeLs comfortable.

MOTHER 4
f really like being a parent, f feel it,s a huge
responsibility. rt's kind of scary sometimes, even stilr and
r think r take it really seriously. r didn't feel like r was
parented too well and so r think r take it realIy seriousry
with my kids.

MOTHER 5
r Èhink |m a good parent overall but it rnras more a learned
process than a natural process for me to be a parent...I
didn't feel like r had very positive role models as far as my
parents went so r found myself looking outside of those role
models to become a parent myself because I chose not to
parent in the same \ôrays my parents did.
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MOIHER 6
I put a lot of energy into parenting...I'm a housewife and f
made a very conscious choice to do that because r realized it
was very important for me and looking back there's an issue
of trustr rnê going and saying okay look after my kids. It
would be really hard to trust somebody to do that because
there's this issue of trust...
UOTHER 7
. . . f gre\Â¡ up in a foster home and it becomes more or less
litti-e adults you go through from the age of nine until
sixteen when f left and I got pregnant shortly thereafter so
there was no ...it was just kind of the natural thing to
do...into that, ro1e...it was just like it was instinct that
motherhood came along...I hras a devoted mother for quite some
time until the relationship kind of fell apart... (the father
and I) ...from there it just went downhill...from seven until
eleven, in those four years, I went through a really bad time
a neglectful time actually toward the chiIdren...I didn't
care about anything...I was reaIly self-centred...f didn't
consider my lire wõrth anything iñcl-uding motherhood and the
children suffered.

MOTHER 8
I think I'm attentive...I think f'm probably very highly
skilled around dealing with feelings and I guess I don'L
know...f guess I would define myself more as a therapist than
a parent to my kids right now...Initia1ty, I guess I was 17
at the time and I was excited. Felt like I had a purpose.
Scared...as soon as she was born I could not function, I
stopped functioning reaIIy...I was able to look after her...I
$¡as very scared of herr you know? I felt like she had a lot
of power and I had none. And, in her innocence even. And of
course, Ry role and I felt powerless and he1p1ess, so, I
t.hink t,haL's kind of what...could f protect her, could L...?
MOTHER 9
?üe11, f 'm the best that I can be, doing the best job that f
gan...my daughter is experiencing a bit of difficulty and she
isn't living wiÈh us currentl-y she's in care of Child and
Family Services so that makes you re-evaluate as a parent
where you are as a parent. Are you a good parent? are you a
bad parent? is it anything that you've done that's caused
them to be that way?..I would say I'm not a bad parent at
all.
MOTHER 1O
In the beginning of being a parent...I didn't know what to do
in any situation and I feel that was because I knew in my
heart that I had been parented in a lrrong way and I didn't
want to pass that down to my children so I found it very very
difficull. It seems to be -getting easier but I know as my
daughter gets to be a teenager I'ñ going to find it more
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difficult. Because in the beginning it was hard for me tothink of what was right because r didn't know so f used to doexactly the opposite of what my father would do...
MOTHER 11
r think lm a very effective parent now, very very patient,
it takes an awful rot to get me rattled, r dõn't lei angryvery often...I've done an awful lot of work on theparenting...I started working for CFS and that sort of
suggested my own inadequacies so sinee then |ve worked a lot
on it. .::Especiarly when .l vüas young r was very neglectfur,
emotionally neglectful... r still tend to r¡rithdrãw.. ]and r
have to \^¡atch that even yet but it was rea1ly severe,
especially when J was youngerr... I was even physically
neglectful with her too, that was a very difficult period
that v/as just before r left my husband who was their father
and there rras months where r don't think her needs were
anln^rhere nearly adequately met.

MOTHER L2
r rea1ly enjoy being a parent...r'm novv more focussing on thetransition into parenting tvro independent daughters even
though the youngest is only 14 so she's with ãad too, so Iwill_not be parenting fulltime anymore and |m grad...r've
really enjoyed it but |m al-so glad that now r can start alife of my own and do more things and have less
responsibility at home. r never wanted to be a parent. r was
arways afraid.to be a parent because of how r giew up and
knew that r didn't learn any skilrs at home bui r became a
voracious studier. That's hõw r cope with everything. r readeverything, f study everything, I plan everything, because
r-'ve always had this alrareness...that r wanLed to be a parent
who talked things through with my kids and never became aviolent parent like my father. Ànd r feel- like |ve been
very very successful...r'm very open with my children and r
t,hink it all comes from naking-sure that my kids experienced
a childhood that was totally different.
MOTHER 13
rf you'd asked me 7 years â9o, r probably wouldn't ansvüer itthe same lray nov/...probab1y because of a1l the work r did on
myself after the divorce. r love being a parent no\^r...there's
some tough times but I find the parenting easy because
there's not that other person saying , "be guiãt,, ,,shut up',,
"don't listen to her,'...I'm a pretty fair parent, I listen to
my kids, I believe in my children, they haüe a right, they
have a choice, they have a say, in whaL happens iñ tnehouse...r guess |m trying to be a different kind of parent
than I was raised...
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MOTHER L4
r would say nolv |m a good parent but it's taken a long timeto become a good parent, unfortunately my first two kids hadsuffered a lot because of the upbringing r did have...r'm
very aware of what my mistakes were so (my last two kids) aregoing to have a much easier time than my tirst two...r didn't
qÞlse my kids physically bur r cerrainly did verbalty. rdidn't have the patience with them and t sort of feel novü rdidn't Iet them be kids, they \ârere always everything urasclean, everything had to be put ar¡ray. They were like rittre
robots instead of being kids, only because-that's all r knew,that's how it was at home...r knew r had a lot of anger, wasvery judgmentar towards life in general and it has sñown in
my upbringing in both my kids.
MOTHER 15
|m very interested in my children and their rives. r liketo be a part of it and ilm very interested in doing the bestI can as a parent.

MOTHER L6
r can be a good parent...r took it realry hard when r broke
up with their dad and started drinking héavy and being
irresponsible with my kids and r just-wanteã to have ã break
so T told my worker r wanted to place my kids in care for
awhile but ilm sorry r didn't forlow through with my original
qIaT:, like place them in care with Child ánd ramily, buÈ myfamily came to me and said,,no, d.on't do that, wê'li lookafter them for you" and r said okay because it didn't matterto me as rong as somebody looked after them...so r just split
them up and then now that r have M in care they're-giving mea hard tj-me in getLing her back, they \n/ant me to go tnrougnall these progra¡ns before they give her back...
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Average age 37

Range 32-46

Years in Counsel-linq

2 years or less
>2 to 5 years

>5 years

Average years in
Range
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Table 1
Demographic Characteristics

Daughters' Ages

Average age L2

Range BtolB

7

5

3

counselling 3.5

5to 10

Marital Status

Never Married

Married

Separated,/ D ivorced-Remarried

Separated/Divorced-S ingle

Socioeconomic Status

<$ 15,000

$15,000-20,000

$27 ,000-25 , 000

$26, 000-30,000

$31,000-40,000

$41,000-50,000

$51, 000-70, 000

>&70, 000

1

5

2

I

5

0

2

1

2

2

1

2
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Table l_ cont,
Demographic Characteristics

Ethnicity
White 13

Native 3

Experíence with CrS

yes 9(s63) no 7(442)

Average Number of Children
2.9

Mothers with Sexuallv Abused Daughters

B (s0%)
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Tab1e 2
Expectations of Children

Note: Sten scores
between 2 and 3
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scores for
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Tab1e 4
value of Corporal PunishmentBelief in the
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Table 5
Family RoIe Reversal
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Attachment, Classification Sca1es
(George & Solomon, 1993)
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Appendix H

Ethics Approval
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